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TODAY:
Partly
cloudy, 30%
chance of
showers.

THE MURRAY STATE

High: 90.
SATURDAY: Dry. High:
upper-80s; Low: 60s
SUNDAY: Dry. High: 80s.

August 29, 1997
Vol. 73, No. I

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the StJJdent Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Murray State's Board of
Regents has proposed new
housing at 18th Street and
Hamilton Ave. to eventually
replace Richmond, Franklin
and Clark Halls. The design
is based on those of Ivy
League Universities.

Seepage
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OpEcl
Judy Lyle, Murray State health
educator, offers
some advice
and tips for
keeping off the
dreaded "Freshman I 5."

See page

5

Enrollment up
MSU sets new attendance record,
falls short of estimated numbers
•Enrollment: MSU will
again have a higher than
ever number ofstudents on
its campus but probably
will not reach a predicted
mark of9,000.

placed between 8,750 and 8,900.
Final enrollment numbers will
not be available until Oct. 15.
"You never quite know until
everyone registers," said Don
Robertson, vice president of student affairs. "You have indicatoes by the number of people
BY C.D. BRADLEY
that preregister; you look at the
EDITOR•IN·CHJEf
number of . housing assignments; you look at scholarship
Early estimates of Murray applications; and you compare
State enrollment exceeding that to past years. But you
9,000 students may have been never really know until everypremature.
one shows up."
A story in the July 2 issue of
As of Wednesday, the estiThe Murray Ledger & Times mate was still8,900. Fall enrollreported that University offi- ment last year was 8,636, which
cials expected an unprecedented was the highest ever at MSU
enrollment high of 9,000. How- and a 12-percent increase over
ever, as the semester gets under the previous year. An enrollway, estimates are now being ment of 8,900 would only repre-

sent a 3 percent increase, while
9,000 would give the University
a 4.2 percent bump.
"The question now is how
high we can go," said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions.
"We1l have at least 8,900, and
that's pretty darn close."
Even if enrollment does not
reach 8,900, this will still be the
fourth year in a row that enrollment has increased.
"I think school relations did
an excellent job in recruiting for
this year," said Todd Earwood,
SGA president. ''We're starting
to branch out in recruiting to
areas we haven't gone before,
and that effort is reflected in
these numbers. Murray State

Sports
The MSU football team's
quest for a
third consecutive OVC
championship
will depend on new coach
Denver johnson's leadership
and guidance.
See pop,e

15
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Loyd transfers
to starting role

With the onslaught of debit
and credit cards, students
can begin to feel "the Midas
Touch." But these cards can
yield hidden dangers and
costs. Find out what you can
do to find the right card and
keep yourself out of hot
water.

Seepage

This chart shows enrollment figures at Murray State
from 1923, when 86 students were enrolled, through
the projected 8,900 student enrollment this semester.
The dates show when major milestones were passed.

Please see ENROLLMENT/20

Our\Vorld

College students are invariably busy and they've got a
lot on their minds. So its
hard for them to keep track
of all the Important dates
during the semester. But
now we've made it easier.
Check out our calendar of
upcoming events for the fall.

Enrollment through the years

• Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

University of Arizona tr2nsfer Dan Loyd will take over quarterbackln& dudes for the Racer football
squad this fall. The sophomore Is gaining a reputation as a team leader.
•

ning back, receivers, offensive
line
and defense. My job is to
STAFF Wanu
lead them-in the right direction'
For everyone who caught last becauae we already have the
night's season opener between potential for greatness."
Loyd, a native of San
Murray State and Indiana
Gabriel,
Calif., traveled a long
State. it was obvious that an
road
to
arrive
at Murray State.
unfamiliar figure was taking
He
began
his
collegiate career
the snaps from center.
at
Division
1
powerhouse
AriThe number 18 on the back of
zona,
but
he
soon
realized
it
Mike Cherry, now a quarterwas
not
the
correct
fit
for
him.
back with the NFL's New York
"It just did not work out at
Giants, has been replaced with
Arizona,"
he said. "1 learned a
the number nine on the back of
great
deal
there, but I knew I
Dan Loyd, the man that now
needed
to
move
on."
holds the key to the Racers
Racer
head
football
coach
quest for a national title.
Denver
Johnson
believes
Ari"Early in recruiting I realized
zona's
loss
was
the
Racers'
that all this team needs is a
bus driver," Loyd said. "This gain. Loyd was one of 12 Diviteam is already stacked at runPlcasc see QB/20
)ASON YATE.S

RSEC opening pushed 'back
•Facilites: RSEC's opening, originally scheduled
in July, has been pushed
back to next spring, eliminating the chance basketball will be played {here
this year.
Bv

GREG STARK

SPORTS EDITOR

Those hoping to take in the
sights and sounds of the OVC
men's and women's basketball
games, concerts by the hottest
Danny Voweii/Staff
acts in music and other events Murray State's Regional Special Events Center (RSEC) will not be
in 8,342-seat Regional Special completed until the summer of 1998.
Events Center <RSEC ) will
"We're really excited to get Alumni Affairs, said other
have to wait until next year.
in
there for the '98 season and events are being planned for
Athletic director E. W. Denshowcase
the team," he said. the facility as well, adding that
nison announced Aug. 20 that
representatives
"The
women's
basketball team University
RSEC will not be ready for use
have
spoken
with
concert and
has
informed
me
that
they
until next summer. When
sporting
promoters.
would
like
to
stay
in
Racer
opened, the new center will
"We've nlready talked to the
include many improvements Arena."
Dennison
expressed
enthusiWWF
and the WCW," he said.
over Cutchin Fieldhouse/
asm
for
the
new
suspended
talked to the Harlem
"We've
Racer Arena, including more
and
added
that
it
Globetrotters
and representascoreboard
space and better acoustics, air
for
Barney
(the
conditioning and a suspended will be a professional and suc- tives
scoreboard with message cessful financial venture for Dinosaur) shows. We've had
the University.
interest from a Nashville
boards.
"'twill be a really nice score- music promoter (who came
RSEC's only initial resident
will be the Racer men's basket- board, with more players sta- and toured the RSEC). We've
ball program, with the men's tistics and information," he talked to representatives for a
and women's volleyball and said. "It will be first-class, and regional ,c onference here,
women's bas ketball programs there will be room for advertis- which will bring in several
thousand people. We h ave
possibly folloY..ing later, Den- ers."
Jim Carter, director of talked to people about invitanison said. ·

tional high school basketball
tournaments."
Carter also said the First
Region high school boys' and
girls' basketball tournaments
will be played at RSEC upon
its completion.
Shelley Todd, RSEC manager, has many trade shows in
the works for the facility, such
as a home and garden show,
Jeanette Storey's Boat Show
and Smith's Classic Antique
Car Auction.
The prospect of a new arena
for the MSU campus has been
discussed for nearly 20 years.
Gov. Julian Carroll pledged
such a complex in 1978, but
the state did not approve
financing for construction
until 1994.
In 1996, construction began
on the new arena, but cracks
were found in the concrete
foundation. The cracks have
since been fixed and construetion has continued on schedule
for the past year until the
announcement of the delay.
Construction on the arena is
set to be completed by February. At that time, MSU will
take over the process of furnishing the RSEC with interior
amenities
such
as
retractable end-zone seats, a
movable basketball floor and
movable basketball goals.

Students
offer adviee
to freshmen
BY JENNIFEI SAOWNOSKI
Eorrol

VtlWPOINT

They can be spOtted a mile
away. holding their campus
maps or just walking to claell
with their heads snapping
from rilht to taft, doubleChec:iing their direetion. It
does not matter what disguises they wear. Everyone
can spot them _freshmen.
Unfortunately, first-year
students have a bad reputation for partying too hard,
sleeping too late
making
too many mistakes. But
everyone baa been a ftoeih·
man at one point, and the
experience goes a long way.
• Instead of insisting on
)earning things the hard
way, freshmen can ~etit by
just listening to what their
peers have learned.
The toughest challenge
freshmen historically have
faced is getting good grades.
Ryan Murphy, sophomore
from Sl Louis, Mo., says it'e
really pretty simple: -Qo to
class. It's esaentiBl.'"
That is an excellent start,
but as April Gilmore, .-nior
~!.....
·
Colo., &ay8,1't
1rom Gu1UU80n,
1

ana

Pleue 5ee ADVICE/20

'
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NewsBriqfs
· Pi's earn honor
Delta Omega Chapter of
Alpha Omicron Pi at MSU
was the recipient of a Distinguished Servivce
Award. Presented during
the Alpha Omicron Pi
Centennial Celebration
Convention in New York
City, this award acknowledges the service and
activities of a chapter. This
award is given out once
during a biennium.

New Housing

Radke heads
admissions group
Paul Radke, director of
school relations at Murray State, was 'recently
elected president of
Kentucky Association of
Secondary and College
Admissions Counselors.
Radke has served as
director of school relations at MSU since
1986.

Larry Rogers, ground maintenance, puts fresh mulch In front
Wilson Hall to beautify the campus.

University renovates campus
•
over summer vacation

The new site for the housing would to placed
on Hamilton Street on Hamilton field.
~------------------------------------------------------------------,

Miller wins prize

•

Gregory S. Miller is the
latest recipient of the
Thomas D. Clark Prize,
awarded each year for
the best undergraduate
research paper in history at a Kentucky college
or university. Miller, a
May 1997 graduate,
plans to continue his
education at MSU this
fall as a graduate student, pursuing a master's degree in history.

I

Society awards
scholarsliip

The members of Delta
Phi, a Alpha Phi Sigma
chapter of the national
criminal justice honor
society, has established
a scholarship in honor
of Col. John Hollway
Faughn. The scholarship will be awardered
to criminal justice
majors on a competitive
basis.

Nation11riqf.;·
TV Executive dies
Brandon Tartikoff, who
brought Cheers and
The Cosby Show to
NBC died of Hodgkin's
disease Wednesday in
Los Angeles.
"I never thought it
would get him," said jeff
Sagansky, co-president of
Sony Pictures Entertainment.
Tartikoff was NB C's
presiden.t from 1980 to
1991 . He left to become
chairman of Paramount
Pictures.

Worldl.:Jriej.5
Peruvian grocery
sells crocodiles
A grocery story in Lima,
Peru sells wild and exotic
animals for anyone who
wants to buy one.
Last weekend police
seized the owner of the
store and almost 1,000
animals like crocodiles,
snakes and anacondas.
Peru's
government
passed a law to protect
species from leaving the
jungles.
BRIEFS COMPLIED BY )AICE BURGESS,

•

BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR AND

DONALD LAWSON
STAff WRITER

BUILDING

FRONT ELEVATION

"c"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The new housing would look like ~orms
found in Ivy League Universities
Source: Dewey Yeatts, director of Facility Manc1gemen1
Jake Burgess/Assistant News Editor

Regents propose new, colleges
•New Housing: The
Board of Regents has proposed new housing to
replace older Residential
Colleges.

and have deteriorated due to
age as well as wear and tear.
Dewey Yeatts, director of
Facilities Management, said
the proposed date to begin construction of new housing is set
for January 1998 and the new
BY jAKE BURGESS
building might be located at
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Hamilton field on Hamilton
Road.
With the increasing age of
Yeatts said that the first prothe Residential College build- posed building would replace
ings, the Board of Regents last Richmond College and after
May proposed last May to build completion Richmond College
new housing to replace Rich- would probably torn down. He
mond, Clark and Franklin col- added that Franklin College
leges.
would likely be next to be
The three facilities are replaced with the new building
between 35 and 37 years old to be located on the old site of

Accident takes
student's life
•Accident: Murray State
Student dies in car wreck
this summer at home and
leaves many activies
morning.

BY jAKE BuRGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Melanie Rose Gill, junior
from Elogin, Ill., was killed in
an Aug. 12 car accident in her
hometown.
Gill, a math major, participated in the math club, the
judging and equestrian team,
Gamma Beta Phi National
Honor Society and served as
president of the horseman's
club and as a resident assistant in Springer College.
Jim Rudolph, Equestrian
Team advisor, described Gill
as a important part of the

The ~rea will provide a safe
•llousing: Changes in
path for students
some residential facilities
between Winslow and Hester.
will improve living condiHowever, not all changes
tions for the record num· and around the residentia
ber of returning MSU stu- facilities were cosmetic.
A new computer lab is availdents.

Richmond College. Then, Clark
College would be replaced.
The new facilities are
planned to be constructed in a
quad style with two floors and
a brick exterior and would not
resemble the current residential colleges, Yeatts said. Each
of the quad buildings would
have a its own dining room and
computer lab.
Yeatts added that access to
the new residential colleges
would be controlled by student

10.
The idea for the new style of
residential facilities came from
Ivy League schools such as
Harvard and Yale.

As a record-high number of
students return to Mur;ray
State this fall, they may notice
several changes to the h9using
complexes.
The Housing Department has
renovated parts of some of the
Re~denti~ Colleges due ~
wear and tear over the years,
according to Housing Director
Paula Hulick.
One of the more noticeable
housing changes is taking place
at College Courts apartments,
which are being repainted and
receiving new playground
equipment.
Another residential facility to
undergo cosmetic updates this
summer in preparation for the
start of school was Richmond
College.
The hallways in Richmond
received a fresh coat of paint.
Also, Elizabeth College had
new tile floors installed.
Another improvement for students living near Winslow Dining Hall and Hester College is a
new grass median being constructed between the two buildings.
Once completed, the median
will have benches, landscaping
and a brick wall, according to
Dewey Yeatts, director of Facilities Management.

able in the fanner Pony
at White College for use by students who live in Regents and
White colleges.
Hulick said that she
the lab will be operational in
few weeks.
But, even with these changes,
not all returning students will
be happy with their rooms.
Students wishing to get a pri·
vate room should go to thefr
Residential A'lsistant and fill
out a housing request form.
According to Hulick, graduate students and seniors ~".-•t-,._,_
receive top priority for pri
rooms, followed by juniors,
sophomores and freshmen.
Requests will be processed
once an accurate count of students is made.
"We start full (in the residen- .
tia] colleges). but after the no
shows are counted we will have
spaces," Hulick said.
Becaw;e of overcrowding last
year, the Housing Department
reserved 25 rooms at the
Inn. However, the rooms were
not necessary.
Hulick added that when students have to be consolidated,
they will help the student any·
way they can to place them
with someone they know.
The final advice Hulick gave
.to students who are unsure
.
about their housing situation or
their roommate is to tell the
R.A. or the hall director and
they can help you in anyway
they can.

New Responsibility

Melanie Rose
Gill: Junior from
Elogin, Ill.,

them and very dependable.
"She was . really well
thought of and looked up to,"
he said.
Rudolph said the Equestrian Team's show in October at
the Western Kentucky Expo
Center will be dedicated to
Gill . He added that the team
might wear her favorite colors, red, white and blue, to
remember her.
am is survived by her
mother, Lonnie, of Plato Center, father Charles of Chicago
and sister Dierdre Rose.
Donations in Gill's name will
be used to fl,.1nd scholarships
for her favot:ite activities.

Chris Wc;uherly /Staff

Alan Lollar shows the Athletic Training Staff the proper procedure offolding the American flag which hangs at Stewart Stadium. The task was once the responsibility of the
ROTC, but has been given to Training Staff since the ROTC's departure from campus.

'

..
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University hires 55 faculty
•Faculty: Additional faculty heralded as move that
will keep the student-toteacher ratio low.
BY jASON KEMP
STAff WRJTER

The start of a new colle"giate school year brings
many new things.
First-year students are
intr oduced to a campus
with students from all
across t he country, as well
as an independent lifestyle.
Along with becoming
familiar with other students, a college · student
must also get acquainted
With members of the campus faculty and staff.
There are 55 new faculty
members- at Murray State

for t h e 1997-98 school year
in positions including lecturer, assistant. professor,
researcher and department
chair.
James Willis, former Faculty Senate president, said
the number of new faculty
this year is higher than in
previous years.
"In the 21 years I've been
here, this is the most (new
faculty) I've seen," he said.
"(Murray State) is growing
and the addition of more
faculty is necessary."
One reason for the recent
faculty additions is President Kern Alexander's
emphasis on a low studentto-teacher ratio.
"Kern Alexander has
always said that when the
enrollment increases, the
number of new faculty

would have to increase to
keep the teacher-to-student
ratio which Murray State is
known for," Willis said.
This favorable studentto-teacher ratio has proven
to be an important factor in
recruiting new faculty.
Stephanie
Schechner,
assistant professor in the
department of foreign languages, said one of the reasons she came to Murray
was because of the ratio.
"The people who recruited me really helped me
understand how good ,of a
school Murray State is,"
she said. "I was excited to
come and teach at a small
special arts school and I am
enjoying Murray."
She added: "It's a nice
place and the people are
friendly."

Scbechner earned her
Ph.D. from the University
of
Wisconsin-Madison,
where she also served as a
teaching assistant.
She will be teaching
French 101 and 301, along
with Humanities 212.
April Ross, lecturer in the
department of mathell)atics and statistics, said she
is appreciative of the warm
welcome she has received
from the Murray State
community.
"Everything bas gone
well and the math department has good faculty," she
said. "I came to Murray
State because I developed
an attachment to the school
during my undergraduate
studies here. I'm looking
forward to having a good
year."

PoliceBeat
August 22

10:19 a.m. Jeff Prater reported the theft of a camcorder.
August 24

3:51 a.m. Calloway County Detention Center reported Leonard Craig arrest:
ed for DUI.
4:17a.m. MichaelS. Swift arrested for OUt and detained at the Calloway
County Detention Center.
August 25

7:45 a.m. Ambulance dispatched to White Cortege for a person with diabetic complications.
11 :16 a.m. Murray Fire Department dispatched to Hester College for a false
fire alarm.
·
August 26
1:07 a.rn. John

C. Firestone charged with alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct and detained at Calloway County Detention Center.
4:06 p.m. False fire reported at Richmond College.

.-·

August27

2:09 a.m. False Fire alarm reported at Richmond College. The building was
evacuated. No fire was found.
Racer Escorts - 12
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess, assistant news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

MSU a 'best buy' in Southea.s t according to national magazine
'

•Academics: U.S. News & World Report
named Murray State one of the best Universities in the Southeast.
STAFF REPORT

Murray State has again received national recogni, tion for excellence and value in U.S. News & World
Reports America's Best Colleges issue. The publication gave Murray State high marks in four categories
used to rank colleges and universities around America, showing it as a university in the top tier of south-

ern regional universities.
Murray State is the only school in Kentucky to be
listed with other southern regional institutions in the
"Best Values," categories of the ranking. Murray
State placed fourth in discount prices, fifth in operating efficiency and fifth among top regional public
schools.
These categories
examine a distinct facet of a
university to determine it's ranking among other
schools. The discount prices category recognizes
schools who offer a high quality education at a reasonable cost.

ea~

Colleen Connors of U.S. News & World Report said
of this ranking, "best values ranking were devised to
provide a realistic measure of where students may get
the best education for their money."
The operating efficiency category measures net
costs of attending a given university, and if that
amount is worth what a student will receive at that
school. Only schools in the top 25 percent of regional
universities achieved this ranking.
'This is the first year the publication ranked the
nation's top public univer$ities separately from other
schools. MSU was one of 1,400 schools considered for

recognition.
Academic reputation and retention account for 50
percent of the score a school is given in these listings,
with faculty representing another 20 percent and student selectivity counting for 15 percent. The remaining 15 percent consists of financial resources and
alumni giving rates.

U.S. News and World &port, in its 11th year of
ranking schools, touts its ranking system to be "the
single best source of information" because of the comparison factors it uses when surveying schools.

Family Haircare
10°/o Discount
WithMSUID
Located in Olympic Plaza
753-0542
Walk-ins only Monday~Saturday
9 a.m ~-6 p.m.

very early in
life to
trust our
friends

Aff}}gay

Ftorht ·
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray. KY 42071
Thoma~ B ITom l GaiMs

(S •n) 753-0932

Welcome Back'Students and
Good Luck to the

is looking for
volunteers for
the fqllowing
positions:

*photography
*reporters
*advertising

10 % discount
with MSU J.D.
Corner of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-S p.m. --...~~~
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Aug.zs•••Jndiana Stat•
Sept.6•••Western Kentucky
Sept.•3•••Soutbern Ulinois
Sept.zo •••Southeast Missouri
Sept.Z7•••Middle Tennessee
Oct.4 ... UT· Martin
. Oct••••• .Austin Pea~
Oct.•s•••Eastern Kentucll~
Nov•••••Tennessee Tech
Nov.&•••.Eastern Illinois
Nov.15 ...T en.nessee State

There will be
an
informational
meeting on
Tuesday,
sept. 9 at
4 p.m. in
Rm 213 Wilson
Hall.
All are invited
to come and
see what
The News has
to offer you.

er 11,000. ·
famllies
here in
Murray/Calloway
trust us
as their bank.

NEWS
The Srudent ~of Mu~ Sttte lJnlo,<erslly

blows the whistle on

.on-cam us crime!
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Students must practice
What is the best part

about attending college?

Name: Angie
Wilson
Major: Public
Relations/Theater
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Galatia, Ill.
.. Meeting peo·
pie from different places and
getting to know a variety of
people."
Name: Chris
Hause It
Major: Radio/T.V.
Broadcasting
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Avon, N.J.
"Getting a
break from your family. We
could all use a break some·
times."
Name: Jansen
Stone
Major: Pre-med
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Benton
"Being on your
own and the
freedom of college life."

Name: Rico
Mltchelle
Major:
Undeclared
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Sharon, Tenn.
.. Meeting new
people and all the new experi·
ences."

Name: David
Grisham
Major:
Undeclared
:Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
louisville
"Independence. Living on your
own."
Seth Dixon/Staff

We are living in an age of knowledge. A place where information is
available at incredible speeds with
just the touch of a keyboard.

Why do room changes take
weeks?
Why are paychecks and loan
checks arriving late?
It is simple. Computers only have
the information that is given to
them.

'

.·..

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301

C.D. Bradley
Editor-in-Chief
Mandy Wolf
Associate Editor
John K. Moore
News Editor
Jennifer Sacharnoski
Viewpoint Editor
Sarah Wight
College Life Editor
Greg Stark
Sports Editor
Seth Dixon
Visual Editor
Josh Waggoner
Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd
On-Line Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the adviser·
ship of Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed
are those of the editors and other signed
writers. These opinions do not necessanly represent the view of joumalism faculty
or the University. This is an official publl·
cation of Murray State University.

patienc~
to do that. Actual humans must
knock on every door to see who is ·
living in each room. Those things
take time.
Eventually, all of the initial back to
school problems will resolved .'
Schedules will be worked out.
Rooms will be re-assigned.
Despite our age of information
and our usual lightning pace, we will
forever have waiting lists and lines. .
Remember not to get too upset
when things do not happen now.
Everyone needs a few days to get
back Into the groove of college life.

,

.

My

I\1 I,

..

Vieu;
MANDY
WOLF

Department:
addresses
students'
needs first

Refocus RSEC planning
In 1991, Kentucky governor Wallace Wilkinson promised MSU students that the much-anticipated
Regional Special Events Cen~er
(RSEC) would be opened within the
year.
Now, five years later, the arena is
set to be completed by February.
There have been funding delays,
construction delays and an occasional weather delays.
What is the problem now?
Well, it's just not done yet. The
administration seems to feel that the
why is not an issue. Instead, the
focus should be on the potential of
the arena in the near future.
How near is the future of RSEC?
Construction is set to be completed
by next summer, but please remember Woods Hall which should be a

Health Services
explains excuse
policy
To the editor:

NEWS

August 29; 1997

command.
Unfortunately, people are not as
efficient as computers. We cannot
Issue:
remember everything that we need
Students are frustrated with the
to
do in a day and it may take us
complications and slow pace of the
hours to accumulate the information
back to school process.
that we need.
Position:
When room changes take three
In the fast-pace age of computers,
weeks it could be because the peopeople need to remember that
ple just have not had the time to do
humans are only human.
the physical requirements necessary
before entering it onto a screen.
For example, rooms need to be
Computers retain all of that
checked
for no-shows and some
knowledge and are able to regurgineed to be re-painted. People have
tate the information with just a

Our\ileu;

So why do some students' meal
cards not work, even though their
fees are paid?

The Murray State News

The staff at Health Services
wish to welcome all students to
Murray State University. Our
primary goal is to help students
stay healthy. We want ·students
to be able to make informed decisions about their health concerns, and to take personal
responsibility for their own
health. Aside from taking care of
ill students, the staff members
are here to provide you with any
health care information that you
might need. Last year, there
were nearly 10,000 student visits to our clinic.
In ' most cases, students can
plan their visits to the clinic
between classes. Each year we
receive numerous requests for
written excuses from class, but
we do not write blank'e t excuses.
The majority of professors will
accept the students' word when
they miss class because of illness, however, the student may
ask the professor to call the clinic for verification. No other information will be released to anyone without the written consent
of the student. All conversations
and medical records are strictly
confidential.

If you consider that many great
visions take decades or longer to
realize, it may not seem like such a
Issue:
long time.
Completion of construction of the
Unfortunately, students are on
Regional Special Events Center has
four-, five-, six- or more year plan.
That means that most students who
been delayed.
have been so anxiously awaiting the
Position:
completion of the grand arena will
The focus on RSEC has been on the
never enter its doors with student
possibilities of the arena. However,
IDs.
the focus should now be on getting it
Congratulations to the public relafinished.
tions officials at RSEC. You have
done your job brilliantly. Everyone is
residential college or a new depart- excited about the multi-million dollar project and the events it will
mental building by now.
Deadlines for these sort of projects eventually host.
Now, please explain to the public
just don't seem to carry much weight
in a university setting.
the reason for the delay - then finNearly 20 years ago the idea for ish the project as promptly as
possible.
the arena project b~an.

Our \ ieu'
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According to the American College Health Association's Recommended Standards for a College
Health Program, the students
are responsible for class attendance and the completion of
assignments. We encourage all
students to communicate directly with their professors if they
miss class because of illness. On
occasion when a student must
miss several classes for a longer
period of time, a written excuse
will be provided.
Please feel free to visit our
clinic for any health concern you
may have. You do not have to be
ill to utilize out services. The
clinic is open Monday through
Friday when classes are in session.
We want to be your partner in
helping you to make good decisions about your health choices.
The
professional
nurses
encourage students to call the
HEALTH
LINE,
Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to noon
and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p .m. at 7623809, if you have any questions
concerning your health.
Have a great and healthy year!
Roberta Garfield
Certified Adult Nurse Practitioner

The Murray State News
wants to hear from you
The Murray State News is a student publication run by the students and produced for the
students. The staff of The Murray State News
would like to take this opportunity to ask you to
become involved in your student newspaper.
As always, we welcome commentaries and letter to the editor.
Letters should be 300 words or less and must
be signed. Contributors should include their
address and phone number for verification.
Please include hometown, classification and title
or relationship to The University. Letters can
also be e-mailed to thenews@ldd.net. If you
would like to submit a commentary call at· 7624468. The News reserves the right to edit for content and length.
This year marks the 70th anniversary of The
Murray State News. In 1997, we are continuing
the tradition of our commitment to improvement.
Take note of a few additions we have made.
In our college life section we are featuring two
new cartoons. The cartoons, Borderline and
Stickworld are featured on page 11.
Currently we are redesigning our web page.
Students
may
access
our
site
at
www.thenews.org.
Many things are happening at Murray State
this year and The News appreciates you input.
Have a great year.

I'm a slave to my own sense
of over-achievement.
I want to do well in school. I
want to have a good life, and I
want to be successful. Luckily,
I've had excellent teachers
pushing me along the way.
First, I had my mother, who
taught me to push only myself
first - no one else.
Then my Girl Scout leader,
who-taught me tha$}JWihing it
good; by being a leader I lead
myself toward my own personal goals.
My high school English
teacher, Sarah Daniels, taught
me that pushing myself helps
me grow, and by growing I
learn.
Finally, my professors at
Murray State, who have
brought all of these lessons
into one classroom - the classroom of life.
This is why, when last
semester, I saw a problem and
took it upon myself. to try to
help fix it.
When several Spanish classmates and I dtscovered there
would be no Spanish 202 class
taught this fall, we were
amazed, appalled and most
importantly, we were scared.
We had grown to love our
teacher, Senora Lenk, and the
Destinos saga. We had pushed
ourselves, as many of us had
been taught, to overcome hurdles (namely the preterit and
subjunctive verb tenses). And
mostly, we had grown close as
a class struggling to learn
something very foreign to us, a
language that requires complete attention and intense
study.
This fall, the foreign language department and the
department chair, Connie
Blanchard, created a class for
us, and Senora Lenk is teaching it, despite her already-full
class load.
I would personally like to
thank Dr. Blanchard, Senora
Lenk and the foreign language
problem for addressing a problem by putting their students
first.
When they learned we wanted to take the class in consecutive semesters, they made
every effort to try to find a
class time and a teacher.
There are only a few of us in
the class now, and I encourage
anyone at the University who
needs Spanish 202 to join our
family. Because that's what we
are- family working together,
pushing each other.

OPED
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Freshmen, fear not the dreaded 15
'The midnight call for pizza is familiar not only
at Murray State University but across campuses
nationwide. These calls can result in an
encounter with the dreaded Freshman 15 (or 10,
it depends on who you talk to). The Freshman 15
is (if you don't already know) the 15 pounds
that many students gain when flrst entering college.
Some of you may be thinking, "She must be
writing about dieting, right?" No, that's wrong.
My message is knowing your body cues, moderation and having fun.

Why freshmen gain
There are many reasons for the Freshman 15
including sudden freedom from home and mom's
cooking, perceived lack of time peer pressure and
change in activity levels.
Out of necessity, institutions like Murray
State provide food services to their student populations. The food is well-prepared and served at
the traditional meal times, but the food is not
always to everyone's liking and not always
served when it is"convenient. This leads to skipping meals, grabbing fast food and overeating
when you do get the chance to eat.

of healthy, beautiful bodies, rather than the pursuit of an idealized weight at all cost.

In My
Opinion

• The pleasure of eating well, based on internal cues of hunger and fullness, rather than on
external food plans or diets.

JuDY LYLE

• The joy of movement and encouraging all
physical activities rather than prescribing a specific routine of regimented exercise.
Sounds simple, right? WeH, it can be with a little planning and persistence.

drink with our friends.
The college lifestyle is usually a major change
for most students. More time is spent in class
and studying (or at least that is what your professors and parents hope). Life becomes more
sedentary. For some, their former daily activity
patterns of play changes to that of the 'weekend
warrior,' if even that.

Nond.ieting
So, what's a student to do? I would like tO suggest "The Nondiet Approach" from the book Moving Away From Diets by Katrina Karen, Nancy
King and Dayle Hayes. It suggests a healthy,
moderate plan as well as self-acceptance. The
concepts are as follows:

Food is nourishment, but it is also comforting
• Total health enhancement and well-being,
and social. Food brings us together with our rather than weight loss or achieving a speciflc
friends at parties, study groups, meetings, and "ideal weight."
dates. Wherever we go and whatever we do, food
• Self-acceptance and respect for the diversity
is usually there. In order to flt in, we eat and

First of all, like yourself and learn more about
yourself. Know when you feel hungry and fulfill
that need. But, when you are full, stop.
Snacks arc OK occasionally but should not
become the norm.
Make water your friend. A properly functioning body needs six to eight glasses of water a
day.
Also, learn to eat a variety of foods, especially
from the fruits and vegetables group.
There are no 'bad' or 'good' foods, although
some are more healthy than others. Quantity,
quality and frequency are determined by individual exploring and responding to physical
cues, sense of ~ell-being and taste.
Never skip breakfast! This is the most important meal as it breaks the fast and gives the

needed energy for the day. If necessary, keep dry .
cereal, milk, yogurt, bagels, fresh fruit and/or
fresh veggies in your room. If time becomes a factor in your eating habits, plan ahead and take
food with you.

Positive outlook
Last, get out a~d have fun. You don't have to
call it exercise. Walking with your friends, a
friendly game of tennis or whatever activity you ·
choose should be planned into your daily routine.
"Joyful movement" not only burns calories, it
improves your outlook on life and helps you meet
the challenges of being a college student.
Should you need more information or assistance with the Freshman 15 or other health topics, don't hesitate to contact Health Services
(762-3809). You may also e-mail questions to
Judy.Lyle@murraystate.edu.
We have a wealth of information to share with
you.
You may also access the Health Services web
page at http://www.mursuky.edu/secsvlhealthsrv/health.htm for additional information
regarding Health Services and helpful health
education links.

Judy Lyle is a Certified College Health Nurse
and the Health Educator for Murray State.

Men know how to laugh
This summer I experimented with
acid. I also lried stopcock grease
and used a bung hole opener. I spent
every day with at least 30 different
men and a few women. I got very
dirty and 1 was paid quite well.

CJpinion
)ENNIFER

Settle down boys, 1 worked in a
cement plant.
I was hired to work in the lab
doing physical and chemical testing
on the cement. I did that, as well as
clean equipment, buff floors, and
haul hundreds of cement-filled
buckets. I wouldn't call it hard
labor, but it was more challenging,
in all aspects, than announcing blue
light specials.
I learned about cement, clinker,
and limestone. I learned the periodic table. I learned what not to spill
acid on. The most intriguing thing I
learned was that everything that
men use regularly has some sexual
implication from the huge
machines they grunt over to the
small tools with names that force a
smirk. Some are obvious Freudian
phallic symbols. Others are rooted
in twisted minds and disturbed
childhoods.

Maybe to the labor gang it is erotic to call a type of wrench a bung
hole opener. Perhaps they feel powerful working on a peeker head (the
top panel of a junction box}.
Tell me, when you look at a hose
do you consider the male and female
parts being screwed together? 1 suppose it helps them get through the
day.
At first they would not tell me

a work environment, especially a
labor gang, anything to break the
day and add a smile is welcomed.

In My

SACHARNOSKI

their little code names for all the
tools. My father, their boss, had
given a lecture on sexual harassment at the first safety meeting.
But, after a week they r~alized that
they didn't know any other names
and unless they educated me on the
terminology everything would be
"that, right there."
At first I felt as though I was
invading their space. Like finding
your little brother's Playboy under
his bed: I just shouldn't know. But,
now I feel I have some insight into
the creative thinking of men on the
job.
First, when men are in large
groups they only speak to seem
witty or intelligent. For example,
when a man is the first one to say
that the matching looks like an
upside down chick, then he is the
leader. Also, he is the king pervert
for the day. It's great to have a title.
Second, I was under the impression that men only acted loud and
stupid when trying to impress
females. I was wrong. They enjoy
acting this way for no other reason
than an easy good time. By the end
of the summer, I was laughing at
dumb jokes merely to laugh, too. In

After a summer of being an adult
(as opposed to a college student), I
learned why men speak so extensively about sex wnile at work they just have to. No other subject
allows a greater flow of personal
opinion and the freedom to lie as
much as they want. No one wants to
hear about politics while shoveling a
great wall of dust.
No one can discuss religion in the
lunchroom without violent outcry.
Who wants to bring a failing home
life into work? The only good it does
is to destroy another 40-plus hours
of time that· could ~ used to be stupid and get cheap laughs.
Men are pigs. All they talk about
is sex. They are loud and obnoxious.

We all know this is not entirely
true. Some men are deep and sensitive creatures just like the other
half of the population.
But 1 decided sometimes it's necessary to act the way they do just to
get through the day without cracking. Actually, speaking only about
sex and fantasy is a great reliever of
stress. Maybe, if everyone would
take an hour a day to get in small
groups just to feed their own egos,
we wouldn't be as unhappy with our
real lives.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is tile Viewpoint Editor for the Murray State
News.

Earwood details SGA's semester plans
Well, it's that time of year again..
Say goodbye to summer jobs, internships and exotic vacations, and say
hello to classes and lectures. I know
not many of us are ready for class to
resume, but I think most of us will
agree it is good to see everyone again.

In My
OjJiJliOJl
TODD

Carrying over from last semester,
SGA will indirectly be involved with
the Racer Pride and the Presidents'
Roundtable groups. The Roundtable
will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9 at 6 p.m. in
Cablecomm) and the "Unknown the Freed Curd Auditorium. Also,
Band". However, this is only the tip of with the promising volleyball and
football teams this semester, the
the iceberg.
Racer Pride group will add to our
Among the major calendar dates school spirit and to the support of our
that SGA is responsible for planning is athletes.
'
Family Weekend Sept. 20 to 21, which
is going to be a bigger event than Student involvement
ever. Homecoming, scheduled for Oct.
11, is another favorite. Also, the popI encourage you to get involved with
ular comed\an, Carrot Top, will per· SGA. There is a place for everyone and
form at Lovett Auditorium Oct. 19. many opportunities to dive into. We
These events promise to provide great _will he holding Freshman Senator
entertainment for everyone. ·
elections in September. Also, the repEARWOOD

The goal of this commentary is to
add more excitement to your school
year by offering you good news about
how SGA is making college life better.
Most of us took a break from our
classes by working a summer job. SGA
members were no exception, but we
also worked hard this summer to prepare for the upcoming year.

Upcomming events
SGA has already sponsored several
events for you: Spirit Night (with
school relations), i\lurray .Madness.
Sinbad
movie
(with
Murray

SGA has also brought you the new
telephone directories and campus
planners. For your convenience, the
telephone books were out almost two
months earlier than usual.
I

resentatives from Springer/Franklin
College and White College will be
elected.
As always, we need people to be
on committees. We have committees
ranging from concerts, to multicultural awareness, to Racer athletics.
If you want to be involved and have
your voice heard, SGA is providing
you a place to do both.

We're always looking for new ways
to serve students. We are elected to
represent all students, and we welcome your ideas, suggestions and
input. I am very excited about this
year in SGA and the responsibility of
serving all students.

come up with some ways to help lighten t.his load. SGA and Cheri Theatre
will offer discounted rates of $3 Monday through Thursday. Not to mention the fact that almost all of SGA's
events are free. If you don't already
know my philosophy, I think, "free is
good."
Maybe we're not all that excited
about hitting the books this semester,
but SGA is here to keep up your spirits. We will continue to enhance your
college experience and insure that students' needs are met. So, welcome
back to Murray State. Good luck this
academic year and look forward to
many great things from SGA.

Free is good
Every student in college seems to
have one thing in common, a low
fmancial income. We have tried to

Todd Earwood is president of the Student Government Association.
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With the growing use of
credit and debit cards, students are fi nding it easie·r
than ever to access money,
pay school fees and cover
other important costs.
However, this money has a
down-side. Often, hidden
transaction fees and quick
withdrawals teach students
painful financial lessons .

..

Debit cards give students easier access to checking accounts ··
BY MANDY WoLF
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It's just a thin piece of plastic, but
it packs a big punch.
Debit cards are the latest luxuries
to hit the financial world. A credit
card and check combined, these cards
allow account holders to purchase
merchandise, pay bills as well as
shop by phone while deducting the
costs directly from their checking
account.
Linda Warren, an employee with
Peoples First in Murray, said the
bank's Advantage Card comes with
no finance charges or additional fees.
"It's like a plastic check," she said.
The Peoples First card is governed
by Visa, and cardholders receive the
same guarantees as regular Visa
holders.
If the card is lost or stolen, Visa
guarantees !oAses, but the cardholder
can be responsible for a liability fee
up to $50.
Though the card looks like a credit

card, Warren said many customers do
not realize all purchases and t ransactions come directly out of the holder's
checking account, and usually in less
than 10 days.
Denny Lane, senior vice president
of administration at Peoples Bank of
Murray, said the debit cards are
growing in popularity across the
country as well as the local community. Peoples' card, called a Visa Check
Card, is also guaranteed by Visa, and
was introduced to the Murray community approximately 60 to 90 days
ago.
Lane said response has been overwhelming.
"It's far exceeded our expectations,"
he said.
Debit cards are accepted by most
merchants, including mail-order catalogs, without acquiring interest on
unpaid balances. The purchases also
appear on users' monthly bank statements, along with users' withdrawals, deposits and written checks.
Warren cautions users to under-

stand that purchases made are
deducted from accounts much faster
than written checks because the
transmissions are made electronicall~
and almost immediately.
"Make sure the funds are there,"
she said. "The card won't be accepted
if you don't have the money in the
account right as the purchase is
being made."
Nevertheless, some students are
finding the card easier to use than
checks.
Amy Gemmill, junior from Columbus, Ohio, has had her debit card for
more than five years.
She said it has made her financial
matters easier to handle since she
does not have a local checking
account.
"I love it," she said. "It's easier than
writing a check from out of town.
That's a pain."
To avoid heavy transaction fees
from building up, Gemmill said she
tries to withdraw enough cash once a
month to keep her from returning to

Photo illustration by D.1nny Vowell/ Staff

the machine repeatedly.
Not everyone has been convinced
that the debit card concept is right
for them.
Melinda Saltzgiver, junior from
Paducah, said she does not have a

debit card because she has seen
friends abuse their checking
accounts.
"I don't have one because I think
it'd get me into trouble," she said. "To
me the checkbook is just fine."

Local banks offer account choices Paper or plastic?
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
STAFf WRIT£R

For most students, coming to college is one of the many adventures
of life, and worrying about money
may be the last thing on their
minds.
Fortunately, Murray's banks
have devised plans for students
bringing their hard-earned summer
funds back to school.
Peoples Bank of Murray offers
the traditional checking and savings accounts for students and
requires opening balances of $50
for checking and $100 for savings.
Deanna Gomez, a teller at Peoples, said ATM and debit cards are
also available.
Both cards offer different benefits
to the student.
"ATM and debit cards are free
with the account," she said. "ATM
cards can be used at the bank to
withdraw money and the debit
cards can be used at places like
Wal-Mart with the money withdrawn directly from the checking
account. This way students don't
have to write checks."
Peoples Bank charges students a
$3 to $5 service fee when checking
balances fall below $400.

United Commonwealth Bank
offers an account for students
called SmartStart.
The student starts with a balance
of $100 and is not charged any
monthly maintenance fees. The
account requires no minimum balance and permits unlimited check
writing. The only fee incurred by
the student is for any checks
ordered.
The closing of the Murray branch
of locally-owned Republic Bank .
resulted in many student customers switching banks in order to
maintain an account in Murray.
A United Commonwealth teller
said the closing has affected the
number of student accounts opened
at United.
·
"I wouldn't say the number of

student accounts has doubled, but
the number has greatly
increased,"she said.
Peoples First has the Advantage
Banking accounts, which are specially designed for Murray State
students.
One of the most popular accounts
are "First Checking" accounts,
which are for students opening an
account in Murray for the first
time.
The student benefits include as
no maintenance fees or no minimum balance to maintain, as well
as unlimited checking writing and
receiving the first order of checks
free.
Peoples First also offers ATM
cards with no transaction limit.
Ethel Jackson, customer service
representative for Peoples First,
said student customers are important to her bank.
"We try to cater to the students
and be helpful in other ways," she
said.
Student checking and savings
accounts, while they are not instrumental in helping students maintain credit ratings, do help with
local merchants, since some do not
accept out-of-town checks from students and local visitors to the community.

Campus allows fees to be paid by credit card

.

the flne has been forwarded to the :
BY MANDY W OLF
bursar's office) .
!
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
•
• meal tickets
'
Imagine a world where money isn't
• room fees for residential colleges
king and attending ·college was free for
• bookstore purchases
everyone. Can't? For at least four years,
• student activity fees.
the University has been attempting to
Spann cautions students to be aware
make it a little easier for students to pay
that most cards have high interest rates~
their fees.
Despite the normal methods of pay- and credit given must be paid back.
"It's just like anything else," she said.
ment - loans, good old cash and scholar"Students
don't need to get in over their
ships, the University also accepts credit
heads.
They
need to not overextend
cards for all purchases, fees and serwhat
they
can
pay on their cards."
vices.
Spann said it is easiest for students
Paying by credit card is a rising trend
among college s tudents, especially since who need to pay with a credit card to use
they are easily accessible to them as Racer Touch, which automatically
entering freshmen. In the bottom of authorizes the card's account and veribookstore bags, on billboards and fies its user.
through intense telemarketing, college
Students paying for University fees by
students encounter credit cards on a any method other than credit card, or
·
daily basis.
multiple methods such as cash and cred"It's getting more popular by the day it card or check and another form of payto pay by credit card," said Ann Spann, ment, should go the cashier's office on
the second floor of Sparks Hall.
head cashier for the University.
Natalie Flowers, junior from Paris,
Spann said credit cards can be used to
Tenn.,
said she recently purchased her
pay such fees as:
parking
ticket by Racer Touch and
• tuition
would use the system again if necessary.
• course fees , including towel fees
"It was very easy and accessible," sh'e
• parking tickets
said. "I didn't have to worry about if my
• parking stickers
check was in the mail or not or if it was
• overdue library book fines (provided on-time."

..
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E-mail service 'faster'
-Te chnology: Recently
installed electronic mail
system allows quicker,
simpler usage.
B Y NICOLE

J. B ORRE

STAFF W RITER

Moving back to school in the
fall sometimes means remembering a new address or two.
Murray State students using
e!mail, will have a new address
to remember because of a new
electronic
mail
system
installed over the summer
which has resulted in new mail
boxes being assigned to all cur-

7

Early bird

rent subscribers.
• fer students have automaticalLinda Miller, director of Aca- ly been given an account on the
demic Computing and Technol- new system. However, students
ogy Services, says ' that while with old accounts received a
the old addresses, ranging any- new address in addition to
where from names like "Hot their address on the old sysDog or Louella" might be more tem.
interesting, the new system is
"The password is set to the
"faster, a Jot faster."
last four digits of your Socia]
The new system is simple, Security
number.
We're
using only a first and last encouraging them to change
name.
that," Miller said.
Instructions for changing the
For example, an address
would
read
as
such, code can be found on-line.
Miller also mentioned that
Jane.Doe.at Murray State.edu.
"Since we have a standard while the new system requires
structure, if you know my internet access. students a nd
name, you know my e-mail faculty will find it faster and
address," Miller said.
easier than the previous
All new students and trans- MUSIC system.
Danny VoweiVStaff

ALC offers test services
STA FF R EPO RT

The Murray State University
Adult Learning Center (ALC)
is now accepting applications
for enrollment. The ALC offers
free classes and individual
tutoring to anyone age 16 or
over who needs assistance in
preparing for the GED (high
school equivalency exam), the
ACT (college entrance exam) or
the ABLE (Adult Basic Learning Exam for classroom nssis·
tants) tests.
Assistance is also offered to
those who will be taking tests

for
vocational/technical
s chools, for career advancement, for English as a second
language or any tests that
require basic skil1s reading.
Additionally, the Center
offers
computer-assisted
instructio.n in developing reading skills.
"Anyone wishing to brush up
on their skills for their own
personal satisfaction are welcome to attend," said ALC
Director Dot Newbern.
Evening classes are also
offered for individuals who
want to improve their academic skills but a re unable to

attend during the day. Starting
Sept. 8, the Center will be open
on Monday and Tuesday from 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Wednesday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
The Adult Learning Center is
a division of the Murray State
University department of continuing education and academic outreach and is a federal and
state funded program administered by the Cabinet for Workforce Development for Adult
Education and Literacy. Anyone wishing to e nroll or to
receive more information
should call (502) 762-6971.

Su-Suk Lee, graduate student In the MBA program, gets an early start on his studies
W e dnesday afternoon in Waterfield Library.

MSU gets law resource center
STAFF R EPORT

Murray State University has
been selected to receive the Center for Law and Education from
Illinois State University.
The center, which has been at
ISU for more than 10 years, is a
clearinghouse for school law and
finance equity cases.
'"He (Dr. Alan Hickrod, retired
distinguished professor emeritus
at ISU> will tell us what we need
to do in order to establish the
center," Alexander said. "We will

take all their records, which
include files and computer disks,
and eventually condense everything to an electronic fonnat."
The univer sity is currently
advertising for an assistant professor to teach educational leadership courses a nd ser ve as
director of the center, which will
be housed in Wells Hall.
The legal materials contain
infonnation about school finance
constitutional litigation around
the country. Lawyers from
around the country will contact

The college of Education Alumni A.:a~au..J•a
is seeking nominations for its t 997

~

''Outstanding Alumni
Service Award''

Also include your name, address, and telephone number.
You will be contacted by the committee if more
information is needed.

Submit nomination by Sept. 15 to:

Nomination committee
Education Alumni Associati
state university
P.O. BOX 9

Murray, KY 42071

.

New-! Lunch and Dinner
Bullet
a.m.· 2 p.m. Daily
5 p.m. • 9 p.m. Nightly
X1

Please send a letter of support with rationale for making
your nomination (include additional background
information pertinent to nomination) and the following
nominee information:

*Name
*Address
*Telephone Number(s)
*Current Position

the center to request mnterials
as they prepare their cases.
"'We have records regarding 34
cases decided on the state
supreme court level and seven
more that were decided at the
appellate level," Hickrod said.
"We are transferring the maintenance of the bank of legal briefs,
which includes a substantial
amount of legal materials, to
Murray. Much of the information
is hard to get because the cases
are on the district and appellate
levels."
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Higher ed plan passes
•Higher
E ducation:
Gouernor Paul Patton's
Higher Education reform
was approued in June.
BY )OHN K MOORE
NEWS EDITOR

•

Following months of debate
and a surprise last-minute
voting switch, Kentucky lawmakers approved Gov. Paul
Patton's controversial Education Reform Bill on June 2.
The original bill, which
would have taken control of
Kentucky community colleges
away from the University of
Kentucky, was adopted in a
modified fonn. The adopted
version allows for the creation
of a new Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) Board of
Regents to run community
colleges and post secondary
schools, with four seats being
held by UK nominees and
four other seats being held by
nominees submitted by the
Governor's
Postsecondary
Nominating Committee.
Also included are faculty
members, non-teaching members and student members
from the community colleges
and technical institutions.
The deciding vote for the
community colleges to remain
under UK control was cast by
Sen. Walter Blevins, D-West
Liberty, who had met with
the governor just before the
vote and promised to vote
against it. With an 18-18
vote, Blevins voted for UK to
retain some control, while citing the needs of his constituents in Ashland, who
wanted their community college to remain under the control of UK.
The fmal bi11 enacted creates a Council on Postsecondary Education, made up of

13 citizen members, a faculty
member, a student member
and the Commissioner of
Education. Their goal is to
provide direction and oversight for all of Kentucky's
postsecondary
education
institutions.
Membership on the council
is limited to two consecutive
terms, with no more than
three voting members residing in the same judicial district.
The KCTCS has been
designed to provide access so
two-year general studies programs transfer more easily to
a baccalaureate program, or
provide technical skills programs to allow Kentuckians
to find better jobs and attract
employers to the Commonwealth. Support for remedial
and continuing education will
be offered to improve the
employability of students
upon graduation.
Also established was a
Strategic Investment and
Incentive Funding Program,
which is made up of seven
trust funds, including a technology initiative trust fund
and an adult education f\Jld
literacy initiative. fund. The
Council on Postsecondary
Education will establish criteria for the disbursement of
monies.
Finally, in order to make
academic programs more
accessible to all Kentucky citizens, a Distance Learning
Advisory Committee will
make recommendations to
the Council on how to best
utilize modern communication techniques to disseminate information and, in
effect, create a Commonwealth Virtual University.
The CVU will strive to
make the best use of interactive television and other
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methods to provide the opportunity for Kentuckians to
have the academic resources
necessary for an improved job
market.
The bill also established
four types of degree programs
for students attending the UK
Community College System.
Current associate degrees
offered and approved by the
UK Board of Trustees will
continue to be monitored by
UK.
New associate degree programs conferring degrees in
the name of UK will require
the approval of the board of
regents and the board of
trustees before receiving fmal
approval from the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
Degrees developed independently of UK by the KCTCS
will need the approval of the
Council on Postsecondary
Education and the KCTCS
and be conferred by their
board of regents.
Joint degree programs can
be developed between the
Technical Institution Branch
and the Community College
System or other postsecondary institutions.
These joint technical degree
programs will receive the
approval of the KCTCS board
of :regents and the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
Following the bill's signingby the governor on May 30, a
new Board of Regents for the
KCTCS was appointed and
began the search for a president of the new system.
Accordingly, before July 1,
1998,
the
management
responsibility of the community colleges, with the exception of Lexington Community
College will transfer from UK
to the KCTCS.

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

T iffany Shankle, a sophomore psychology major from Charleston Mo., wades through
a large crowd to buy books W ednesday in the Curris Center Bookstore.

LBL future uncertain
•LBL: As the future of
Land Between the Lakes
comes to a crossroads,
many plans are being proposed to save the park.

funding is approved for this
year, it is probable none will be
forthcoming next year.
During last month's late-night
House debate, one of the only
members who stood to defend
LBL's funding was Rep. Ed
BY C.O. BRADLEY
Whitfield, who :represents KenEDITOR·IN..CHIEF
tucky's First District, which
includes
Murray.
The Land Between the Lakes
"One
reason
he was on the
saga comes to a head next
floor
was
to clarify with Chairmonth, as a congTessional conference committee chooses to man (Joseph) McDade (R-Pa.)
either give the agency a leg to the funding for LBL," said
Anthony Hulen, Whitfield's
stand on or a knockout punch.
spokesperson.
"He wanted a
The committee will consider
stipulation
that
the the nonthe House and Senate versions
power
activities
be
paid for from
of the Energy and Water approThat
has been
power
revenues.
priations bills, which contain
funding for the Tennessee Va1- cleared up in the House bill, and
ley Authority's non-power oper- is one of the things that will be
ations. The House bill zeros out discussed in the conference comthe funding, pleasing many mittee."
This, of course, leads to the
Republicans who view it as
question
of what is going to hapwasteful spending, which would
pen
to
LBL.
Multiple scenarios
leave LBL orphaned with no
money. The Senate version pro- are being discussed, including
vides a slight increase over last turning the area over to either
year's funding level. Even if the the National Park Service,

Bureau of Land Management, or
the Fish and Wildlife Service.
In a front page analysis in the
Aug. 16 isliue of the Murray
!.edger & Times, David Ramey
suggested the park service as •
the natural fit. The NPS administers 18 national recreation
areas, mostly in rural areas.
Paul Yambert, a member of
Concept Zero, a citizens group
concerned with the future of
LBL, believes that before the
future administrator of LBL is
decided, a mission statement
describing what the purpose of
the recreation area is would be
necessary.
"Since LBL is not a real
national recreation area, despite
what they claim, they are the
only area of that type that doesn't have a statutory mission,"
Yambcrt said. "Our first priority
would be to get enabling legislation stating specifically and
unequivocally what ought to be
done at LBL, regardless of who
runs it.•
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Rape trial date set
-court: Ben Freitag, junior from
Madisonville, will be tried beginning
Oct. 6 for the alleged rape of a female
student on campus last semester.
BY jAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT N EWS EDITOR

Calloway Circuit Court has set a trial
date of Oct. 6 in the reported rape of a
fema le student last semester.
Ben Freitag, junior from Madisonville,
was charged with fourth-degree assault,
first-degree rape, unlawful imprisonment
and second-degree stalking last April in
connection with the alleged rape.
Late last spring, Freitag's defense
attorney made two motions to the court
regarding the case. In April Mark
Blankenship, Freitag's attorney, asked
the court to suppress identification testimony, saying the manner in which Freitag was identified was flawed. The victim, her parents and University police
had stood outside Freitag's classroom
waiting lo see if the defendant could recognize him us he came out.
'rhe motion was denied.
The other motion filed by Blankenship
in April usked that all testimony and evidence against Freitag. The motion for discovery was grunted.
But the investigation has moved slowly
from the start.
According to' police records, on Jan. 21

the defendant r eported that she was so long before reporting the attack as a
attacked in the parking lot behind the ·rape.
She responded that she was scared
Special Education Buidling, as she was
after the attack and unsure of what to do.
leaving a class.
The stu dent managed to activate her
After a composite drawing was released
personal ala r m system, and the attacker of the accused attacker, Public Safety
fled.
r eceived several phone calls from the surWhen th e student made her report to rounding area. Calls from two Mar::~h all
Public Safety, she repor tedly told them County women, who claimed the drawing
the attacker was Chris Wiley, who she resembled Freitag, eventually led to s ushad gone on a date with in December picion of his involvement in the alleged
1996. Authorities later said the name attacks.
was a fake name that had been given to
Public Safety infonned the victim of the
t he student by her a lleged attacker.
calls and determined Freitag's schedule.
The student also said that before being The allegt:.-<1 v1ctim was then asked to
attacked sh e had reported r~ceiving observe .F'reitag as he left his English
threatening calls from the man ~he class in Jo~aculty Hall. S he later identified
believed to be Wiley.
him as the attacker.
In February the :,;tudent was a llegedly
The defense objected to this method of
attacked again by the same person as she
identification, stating that no line up was
was getting out of her car in the second
presented so the alleged victi m might
row of the White College parking lot. She
compare Freitag's appearance to that of
told police she was held there for 20 minothers.
utes by her attacker. She also said she
The grand jury indicted F'reatag on all
had been raped.
ch
arges against him in late Apri l.
Th e student initially reported to Public
However , the University Judicial Hoard
Safety tha t s he had just been attacked
and not r a ped . However, on Feb. 10, she ruled that Freitag was not guilty of contold P ublic Safety that what she had ear· duct endangering the safety aud welfare
lier reported as a n attacke wa w actually of another student and rul~d that he
a rape. Testimony during the prelimi- could return to classes for liunls of lust
nary hearing indicated that no physical semsester.
evtdence was found to substantiatt! her
The defense claims that they have proof
claim .
that Freitag has alibis placing him in
At that same hearing, Blankenship Madisonville during all the alleged
asked the defendant why she had waited attacks.

Todd Earwood. senior from Murray and SGA president.
duels with Luke Windsor, senior from Hopkinsville, dur- ,
ing Wednesday's Murray Madness. SGA hosted the
event to welcome back students.

errapin Station

ATTENTION ·sTUDENTS!!
LDM announces the following student rates for the
1997-98 school year.

920 S . 12th St..

*

12¢ on-net
18¢ off-net
LONG DISTANCE MANAOEIIENr

Murray Madness

For more details, call customer
service @ 1-800-599 - 1000 or
visit LDM in the Curris Center.

..A..

New and Used

Bel-Air Center

w
753-sno
Compact Discs • Cassette Tapes
ROCK • COUNTRY • JAZZ • BLUEGRASS
LUES • RAP• WORLD MUSIC

Please call custom er service for ~urren t
international rates which are subject to
change without notice.

REGGAE

WELCOME
BACK!

-----------------

-~----- -------------~,
a$2 oft' a ny New or Used Compact
Disc
1
I
I
,I
• $1 off any New or Used Cassette Tape
1

I

I

(Singles and

Maxi~

.

Not Incl uded)

.

I

Exp. Sept. 15
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The

BEACH
BOYS

MSU Students
An important meeting you witr not want to miss is scheduled for: .
DATE
'riM E
PLACE

OUTDOOR CONCERT

SEPT
12
•••.•.... ..•...•. ...•..•.•.•

~~:ss2-

0

&up

RESERVED SEATING
LODGING PACKAGE AVAILABLE

....,....

TAYLOR

4 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 3
Theater
9 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 3
Barkley Room
Thursday, Sept. 4
noon
Theater
Thursday, Sept~ 4
9 p.m.
Barkley Room
3 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 8
Theater
Monday, Sept. 8
9 p.m.
Barkley Room
Select one of these times to meet in the Curris Center with university officials to hear important
information about the following topics:
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
• STUDENT FINANCIAL AID LOANS
CAREER PLANNING AND PLAC EMENT
CO-OP AND INTERNSHIP UPPUR1 U:NI fiES
GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION &
SCHOLARSHIPS
STUDY ABROAD IN:FORMATION
MAP REPORTS & MUCH MORE ...
Please bring your Racer Card and Campus Planner

-- ....... -

Colle

10
OnCarnjJus
Bike Trek to Shakertown
The American Lung
Association of Kentucky is
currently accepting registrations for their 12th
annual cycling event, the
Bike Trek to Shakertown.
. Advanced registration is
required for. the event. For
more information, call the
American Lung Association at (800) 586-4872.

Beach Boys concert
The Beach Boys will be
at J.R.'s Executive Inn in
Paducah for an outdoor'
concert on Friday, Sept.
12, at 8 p.m. Ticket prices
range from $20 to $40 and
are on sale now. Call (502)
443-8300 or (800) 8663636.

Nominations
Sought

•

The College of Education Alumni Association is
calling for nominations for
its
1997 Outstanding
Alumni Service Award. To
nominate an individual,
send their name, address,
telephone number, and
current position along
with a letter of recommendation to: Nomination
Committee. College of
Education Alumni Association, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071 -0009. A letter
of support should include
additional
background
information which is pertinent to the nomination.
Nominations must be
received by September 15.

Design Cont est
Entenmann's, a baked
goods company, is launching a logo design contest
among college students to
create .a commemorative
I OOth anniversary logo.
Grand
prize
includes
$1 ,000. To obtain a copy of
the rules, send a self
addressed stamped envelope. to
Entenmann's
I OOth Birthday Logo Contest do Fleishman-Hillard,
1330 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10019.

Froggy Contest
Froggy 103.7 FM is holding a jingle contest in
search of a theme for the
morning show. Entries
must be 60 seconds in
iength and played on participant's choice of instrument. Winner will receive
$1 03. Deadline is Sept. I.
Send entries to: The
Green Brother's Jingle
Contest, PO Box 1707,
Murray. Ky. 42071 .
Compiled by Denise Higgins,

Assistant College Ufe Editor
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111 Days and

A previeYI of dates to knoYI for the upcoming semester

Septe111ber
Tuesday

Monday
1-classes dismissed for
Labor Day
• NPC Sorority Rush

2-Classes resume at
7:30a.m.
• Last day to enroll in any
regular
full-semester
course
8•Senior and graduate • Last day to drop any
full-semester course with
Shield pictures will be no grade
taken on the third floor of • Last day to change any
the Curtis Center
full-semester course from
• Meetings for juniors and AUDITt to CREDIT
seniors at 3 p.m. and 9 • NPC Sorority Rush Bid
p.m., third floor of the Day
Curris Center
• Undergraduate Shield
• IFC rush begins
pictures will be taken on
the third floor of the Curtis Center
29•Last day to drop
any first half-semester
course
• Last day to change any
first half-semester course
from CREDIT to AUDIT

Wednesday

T hursday

Friday

3 • Undergraduate 4•Meetings for juniors
Shield pictures taken on and seniors, 12 p.m. and
the third floor of the Cur- 9 p.m ., third floor of the
Curris Center
tis Center
1 O·Senior and gradu- • Undergraduate Shield
pictures will be .taken on
ate Shield pictures will be
the third floor of the Curtaken on the third floor of ris Center
the Curris Center
• .Pi Kappa Alpha Pig out
17• Blood Drive from
11•Senior and gradu10 a.m.-6 p.m. in the Cur·
ate Shield pictures will be
ris Center
taken on the third floor of
the Curris Center
25- Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Bust

9•Senior and graduate
Shield pictures will be
taken on the third floor
Curris Center

Saturday/Sunday

5 • U n de rgra d u ate 6-Pi Kappa Alpha Pig
Shield pictures will be out
taken on the third floor of 14-IFC Rush ends
the Curris Center
12-Senior and graduate Shield pictures will
be taken on the third
floor of the Curris Center
19•Mr. MSU Pageant,
7:30p.m., Lovett Auditorium
26·Sigma Sigma Sigmas Play-A-Thon, Tri
Sigma house, 7 p.m.
• Last day to remove a
grade of"X" received during last term enrolled

16·Blood drive from 10
a.m.-6 p.m. in the Curtis
Center

20- Family Weekend,
• Tent city, 12 p.m .-6
p.m., • Football game 7:30,
• Drive in moving following the game
27• Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Bust

October
Tuesday

Monday

Wednesday

8·Ask-a-N urtre

J l 30
a.ru.- 1 p.m ., CUJTls Cen·
ter

20-Second half-semester courses begin
27 • Classes resume at
7:30a.m.

21•Career Fair, 12
p.m., Curtis Center Ballroom

2 2 • International
Bazaar, 10:30 a .m.-2
p.m., Curris Center
• Last day to change any
half-semester course from
AUDIT to CREDIT
• Last day to drop any
half-semester course with
no grade
• Last day to enroll in
any second half-semester
course with no grade

Thursday

Friday

Sat urday/Sunday

2-study

3-Sigma Alpha Sigma

4 • Alpha Sigma Alpha
Teeter for Tots

Abroad
Fui r , lU :~O a .m.-2 p.m.,
Curri s Center
•Stgma Phi Epsilori
Anuual Bt>d Ral'es a t the
Stgma Phi Epsilon house

Teeter for Tots
17• Sigma Pis Full .l<'est
24·Classes dismis:Jed

9-H.omecoming queen
Ele<.'tion.s, S:ao a .m.· 4:30
p.m., Curris Center
16-First half-.:;emester
courses end
•Sigma Pis Fall Fest

for Fall Break, 7:30 a .m.
31-Last day to change
any full-semester course
from CREDIT to AUDIT
• Last day to drop any
full-semester course
•Final Friday, "Rocky
Horror picture Show", 10
p.m. Curris Center Theatre

11 -MSU Homecomt11g,
•Parade, 9:30 a.m. • 'l'ent
City, 1l a.m. • Pre-Game
Activities, 2 p.m., Roy
Steward Stadium, • Foot·

ball game, 3:30 p.m.

November
Tuesday

Monday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday/Sunday

7

3·Associate and baccalaureate degree applications for May 1998
graduation are due in the
Admissions . and Registrars Office

6-Alpha

S igma

Phi

• Alpha Gamma Delta
Rock-A-Thon

Banna Ft:st

1 O·Advance scheduling
for Spring 1998 begins

8•Alpha Gamma Delta
Rock-A-Thon

21- Comedian Emmy
Gay, 7:30 p.m. , Curris
Center Theatre

19·Last day to change
any course taught only in
second
half·:~emestcr
from CREDIT to AUDIT
• Tom Delcea, hypnotist,
7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom
26-Classes dit>missed
for Thanksgiving holiday,
7:30a.m.

Dece111ber
Monday
1-Classes
7:30a.m.

Tuesday
resume at

9·Last day of classes
• Last day to remove
grade of "I" received during last term enrolled

Tips from the experts on
how to make your new
place look and feel like
home.

The Murray State News

15·Fin;t semster finah;
continued .

16-First
semester
Finals continued

Wednesday

T h ursd ay

Friday

Saturday/Sunday

3-Last day to withdraw

1 1-Fina,l Examinations

from all classes

begin

5•Third Annual Kawan·
zaa Celebration, Curris
Center, 6 p.m.

7 • Hanging of the Green
reception and program,
Curtis Center, 5 p.m.

1 0-study Day
11:30
• Ask-A-Nurse,
a.m.-1 p.m., Curris Cen·
ter
17• Final Examinations
end

12•First
Semester
Finals continued

College
Life
.
'
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Mac reunites; Whiskeytown rocks

WeekAbeacl

Fleetwood Mac
The Dance

NPC Sorority Rush-Curris Center Theater or Ballroom at 2:45
p.m.
Final Frlday-Barkley Room, Curris Center

Music !((!z:ietus
C.D.

In 1977, around the time that
most MSU students were born,
one album 'crossed all musical
boundaries. Everybody had it,
knew the songs, sang along
when they came on the radio.
That album, Fleetwood Mac's
Rumours, went on to become the
third-best selling album ever,
and Fleetwood Mac went on to
deform, unform and reform,
coming apart at the seams over
in-band romances and other tensions.
The Rumours line-up, the
band's most creative and prolific,
has reunited for an MTV special,
a tour, and this album. The
album shows that the band can
still do it, but don't expect anything like what happened to
Rumours.
At some points, like a gorgeous

BRADLEY

version of Stevie Nicks singing
"Silver Spring," this could be a
show from the height of their
'70s glory. Some of the new
songs, however, lack the fire of
the classics.
Other bright spots include
"Say You Love Me" with a banjo
intro, and "Landslide" with
another great vocal by Nicks.
In all, this album is worth it as
a good place to begin for overlook
of an impressive career by a
band that can still do it after all
these years, but Rumours is also
still available.
This CO's grade: B

Whiskeytown
Stranger's Almanac
The alt-country scene has

begun to make its presence
known. Wilco, Son Volt, and the
Jayhawks all have had maJor
releases in the last year which
have garnered much industry
press. This album by the Austin,
Texas-based
Whiskeytown
might just be the best of the
bunch.
Whiskeytown is led by David
Ryan Adams, who wrote or co·
wrote all the songs on this, their
second album. The theme is
heartbreak, lonlieness, and sitting in a saloon and drinking
your problems away, and the
album shows Adams has been
there, done that. His vocals are
impressively expressive and
drenched in emotion.
But it is the songs that make
this album great. There is one at
every turn which would be the
best of most albums: the bar
band sound of"Excuse Me While
I Break My Own Heart Tonight,"

"16 Days," the folkish "Avenues,"
the fine pure country of "Dancing with the Women at the Bar,"
and the heartbreaking "Everything I Do."
This i~S a CD for rolling down
the road knowing you left something behind and not knowing if
you can get it back, but knowing
it is damn important to try.
This CO's Grade: A

Top Five CDs of the week
I. Oasis • Here ond How
1. Putr Dad~ • No Woy Out
J. Sarah Md.achiM- Surfodnr
4. (tie) Various Ardslts • Sucmt
House
4. (tie) Fleetwood Mac • The
Donee

Top Country COs
I. Diamond Rio • Gntcltest Hla
1. LeAnn Rimes - Blue
Soles ln(omiatloil supplied by Terropjn
StotJon..

-e>

Friday, August 29

Saturday, August 30
Activity Fair-at Elizabeth Amphitheater
Drive-In Movie-Cutchin Field
NPC Sorority Rush-Curris Center Ballroom at 11 a.m.

Sunday, August 31
Meeting-Lutheran Student Fellowship meeting, Immanuel Lutheran Church, 5:30 p.m.
Bible Study-Murray Christian Fellowship Campus house, 7:00
p.m.
NPC Sorority Rush-Curris Center Ballroom at 12:15 p.m.

Monday, September 1
Classes dismissed for Labor Day
Breakfast Club-Elizabeth Residential College Breakfast Club,
Winslow Cafeteria, 7:30 a.m.
NPC Sorority Rush-Curris Center Ballroom at 10:15 a.m.

Tuesday, September 2
Poster Sales-Curris Center T-Room Concourse, 10 a.m.-6:p.m.
NPC Sorority Rush Bid Day-Rushees meet at steps of Lovett
Auditorium at 3:45 p.m.
Shield Pictures-Undergraduate pictures will be taken on the third
floor of the Curris Center, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 7
p.m.
Meeting- Interest meeting for the speech and debate team in the
debate lab on the third floor of Wilson Hall. Call lizzie Cole for
more Information.

Wednesday, September 3
Poster Sales-Curris Center T·Room Concourse, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Shield Pictures-Undergraduate pictures will be taken on the third
floor of the Curris Center, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-7 p.m.
Meeting-Information meeting for juniors and seniors sponsored by
Career Services, Curris Center Theatre, third floor, 12 p.m. and
Barkley Room, third floor of Curris Center, 9 p.m.
Worship-Murray Christian
.. Fellowship Campus House, 7 p.m .

Thursday, September 4

Larry accidentally walks into one
of those "A guy walks into a
bar" jokes.

..I'm totally stuck, man. If I ask her
out for drinks, she'll think I'm
cheap. If I ask her out to dinner, ·
she'll expect me to pay."

Meeting-Gamma Beta Phi General Meeting, Barkley Room, 3rd
floor Curris Center, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting-Racer martial Arts Club, Martial Arts America, 7:30p.m.
Meetings-Information meeting for junior and seniors, sponsored
by Career Services, Curris Center Theatre, third floor, 12 p.m. and
Barkley Room, third floor of Curris Center, 9 p.m.
Shield Pictures-Undergraduate pictures will be taken on the third
floor of the Curris Center from 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to
3p.m.
Poster Sales-Curris Center T·Room Concourse, 10 a.m.-6 p.m:
Murray Christian Fellowship-Fern l errace Outreach at 3:30 p.m.

j"''lll. . . .

is still the best
place for the best
buffet in town!

INCORPORATED
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

2-------------~~~r.--------------lunch buffets for only 11 2 dinner buffets for only

$7.99

::

•

!!

II
11
11
11
II
·Not good with any other special offer. II
Expires: sept. 11
II
All you can eat p Izza, salad,
spaghetti, breadsclcks,
dessert -1t drink.
Buffet served: 1 t a.m. - l p.m.

$8.99

•

All you can eat
. puza,
,_ salad,
spaghetti, breadstlcks,
dessert • drink.
Buffet Served: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

·Not good wi~h any other special offer.

Exp1res: Sept. 11

---------------~~---------------

804 Chestnut
753·6656
t t a.m.- to p.m.
Monday - sunday

ACROSS FROM SPARKS HALL
Monday-Friday
10 a.m.- 8 p.m .
Saturday
Noon- 5 p.m.
104 N. 15th St.

+ 1

2H

759-4180
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Technology fee put to work for students' benefit
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Two new computer labs will be available to the
student body within the next two weeks.
The new 73-computer academic computer lab in
the Applied Science building opened Tuesday. Several Pentium 120, 133 and 166 computers are
available as well as five Macintosh Plus comput·
ers. The computers have 17-inch monitors and two
laser printers will soon be available to use free of
charge with paper provided.
Programs available include Microsoft Office
Suite 4.3, Auto Cad, SPSS and SAS. Full Internet
capabilities are also possible through Netscape and
Racennail, the Univer~ity's new e-mail system.
The lab was made possible by the new $20 fa ll
technology fee assessed on all students.
Chris Williams, student worker in the new lnb,
said so far the service is mainly being used by stu·

dents for e-mail.
Another sma11er lab i.s 's cheduled to open in the
Blackburn Science Building Sept. 8.
"The only true open lab that we've had on campus in the past has been Faculty Hall 204," said
David Dowdy, PC!lab support manager. "Last
semester, within the first week the lab was packed
from in the morning until we ran students off."
The Faculty Hall lab is presently operating on
reduced hours, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday from noon lo 4 p.m. The new applied science
lab is open Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m.
to 10 p.m. , Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Sunday 1 to
10 p.m.
Dowqy said a reevaluation of hours in the
npp1ied science lab may come in four or five weeks.
"Probably the latest we'll run it is 1 a.m.." he
said. 1'1 don't foresee us going past that."
The new labs don't come without drawbacks,
however. Dowdy said only enough money has been

allocated to the labd to pay for one student worker
per shift, even in the' applied science lab, which
already has more than 70 computers.
"It's very possible what students may experience
when going in there is just not enough help,,
Dowdy said. "It's going to be a real stretch for one
student worker to be able to handle that workload."
Amy Barnhart, freshman from Anna, lll., used
the academic computer lab the first day it opened
to e-mail her friends at home.
. "It took me awhile to figure out how to get on; I
was a little lost," she said.
She said once she got past that, it was easy.
More lab improvements may be in the future for
students as the new RacerMail system gradually
replaces the old MUSIC system .
Ch• is We<~terlv/Staff
"'A lot of students will not be able to use the old
terminal labs to check their e-mail on this new sys- C a r l , W illiams, a freshman from
Louisville, works in the new computer
tem," Dowdy said.
lab.

Labor Day activities available to fill time-out from classes
nn informative program about hummingbirds
are just a few of the activities availo..ble to visitors at LBL.
Carless? Avoiding the commute home after
Begin a visit to LBL with a visit to the Golden
just moving down here this past weekend? Are Pond Visitor Center. There you will find free
you wondering what to do on your day off in exhibits and histodcal videos about various
Murray this Labor Day weekend?
things availnble for visitors to view. You can find
On this short break from classes, the last thing. out information about picnic areas and points of
on your mind is homework and that is rightfully interest throughout the park. For information
so, but what can you and your friends do to fill about LBL, call (502 ) 924-2000 or visit their web
the time?
site at www.lbl.org.
Land Between The Lakes, a national recrePaducah also has things planned in honor of
ation area just 15 miles from Murray, is a close Labor Day as well. Activitie::~ planned for the
and interesting place to visit this weekend or entire weekend include a parade in lhe down·
any other time.
town area, barbecue, arts and crafts, a flea marThis weekend there are a variety of things ket, live music and political speakers. For inforhappening at LBL. An arts and crnfts festival, mation on these activities, call 1-800-Paducah.
LBL Tennessee Homecoming, a canoe trip and
Those activities may not be up to speed for
BY D ENISE HIGGINS

AsSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

some individuals, but no need to worry. There
are many other things to fill your time. For the
outdoor-lovers out there, camping is always a
possibility Gather a group of friends and head
out to the great outdoors and rough it. ·
If it's camping in a friend's backyard or traveling to a campground in Benton, Gilbertsville or
Murray, the camaraderie with friends, not the
location, is what is important. Start up a fire ,
cook marshmallowl'l and hot dogs and tell ghost
stories.
Or, invite all your friends over und have a
cookout. With everybody bringing different
things for the cookout, the cost is minimal and
the fun worth every penny. This gathering
would provide a great opportunity for friends to
catch up with one another about what happened
over the summer.

Other suggestions for this weekend nrc WalMnrt and the movies. Wal-Mart has row after
row of discoverie:; and finds which you cnn flnd
roaming about aimlessly. One word of caution to
those who do choose to explore Wal-:Vlart: do not
spl•nd more money th<m you have. Cousi dt:fr <>ur.h
item you put in your cart carefully before you
purchase it. Not doing so will result in largP
credit card bills at the end of your billing cycle
)1ovies are a good way to spend time with your
friends while providing yourself With one form of
modem culture. At a fair price, you can 6pend
two hours of excitement, thrill and a nticipution
as you watch the plot of the movie unfold.
For those still in doubt of what to do this weekend due to .l ack of transportation or money •
sleep. Rest and relaxation will best prepare you
for the semester you are about to face.

Yearbook Pictures

will be

taken for the 1998 SHIELD
in the Curris Center, 3rd floor.
(Seniors need to make an appointment by
calling 762-4495.) All other students may
com e at t he following dates and times:

1 oo/o Discount with MSU ID.

Tuesday, Sept. 2

Thursday, Sept. 4

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 3
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 5
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Pictures will not be taken between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m. Tuesday- Friday.

OOetcorne

'A._nnouncing ~StMe tJpe,el

MURRAY STATE
STUDENTS

&

fACULTY

More Tlraufust A Copy Slrop

~~~
.~

POT'O GOLD
Variety & Pawn
Uncle JerrShopping Center
13085 12th SlrCCl (Uwy 641)

Murray, Kennu:ky
(502) 767-911 3

·~·
•+•
Need Money for Back to School? ._.~
•••
~~~We Make Cash Loans on Most Anything~·~
•r•
Including Auto Title Loans
~·
.~

...

~·

~Check Our Stock for Low Low P rices On:•••
~~~

1301 Chestnut Street

753-7117

•r• Guns--Jewelry--Tools--Cameras--TVs
•rc VCRs--Guitars--Knives--Ammo--CDs--Darts
Pool Cues--Tapes

We Buy Scrap Gold
Buy--Sell- -Trade -- P awn

For All Your Copy Needs !
STORE HOURS:

Monday - Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.
Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sil turda y- 9:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.

Closed Su11tlay

Have a sale and fun
Labor Day!
'
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Organization defines purpose, benefits Racer fans
SARAH WIGHT
Come~ LIFE EDITOR

Becoming a member of Murray
State's newest and fastest growing
organization, Racer Pride, promises
great rewards.
SGA President Todd Earwood and
junior .Jill Kennedy came up with
the idea of forming the organization
in response to student concern
about low attendance at athletic
events. After talking to representatives from several universities with
similar organizations and the University athle't ic department, Racer
Pride's organizers have expanded
their plans for the organization.
Members of Racer Pride will
receive free T~shirts, editions of
Racer Insider magazine, tr ans-

por tat ion to a ll nearby away games
and preferred seating at all athletic
functions in yet-to-be-completed
Regional Special Events Center.
The group's organizers are confident t he organization will take off.
Over 140 new students indicated
their interest in Racer Pride along
with several campus organizations.
"Essentially it will be a spirit
organization but not like a high
school pep club," Earwood said. "We
will promote all athletics and boost
school spirit, which is sorely need."
Earwood added that he would like
the organization to increase school
pride, and help support peers.
"Athletes do everything we do
plus spending time practicing and
playing," he said. "They represent
the school and in turn represent

you. Anyone in an organization
wants support. The players say lhat
it. is such a big lift to see hundreds
of people watching and going
crazy."
Member Kevin Lowe, sophomore
from Versailles, said students
should be glad to have co~petitive
teams representing the University.
'"We've got such good teams." he
said. "We nrc great in many of the
big college sports. 1 think people
should be excited. Why be a great
team if no one cares."
Racer Pride has already earned
recognition from both the University and the community.
'Tab Brockman, associate athletic
director in charge of marketing,
plans to give Racer Pride the full
support of the athletic department.

"We will be working closely with
Racer Pride and helping them with
anything they need," he said. "We
will take the lead from the students
being involved as much or as little
as they want."
Several local business have indicated their interest in donating
items to Racer Pride and group
mtlmbers expect more busines~cs to
become involved in time.
"The community has always been
very helpful and giving in offering
their assistance to Murray Stateespecially Murray State athletics,"
Earwood said.
Thanks to support and donations
Racer Pride has been able to plan
several promotional activities for
this year's athletic events. Students
will have the opportunity to win

free food, t-shirts and several other
prizes including a year of free instate tuition.
''We're not going to give them
(prizes) to anyone but students,"
Earwood said. "This organization is
completely student oriented. It is
for the students by the students."
So far the group has been funded
through donations, but are looking
at the possibility of a small membership fee to increse its budget.
Racer Pride's organizers plan to
elect officers and conduct regular
meetings, but are looking for student input on how to structure t he
organization.
Anyone interested in joining
Racer Pride can attend a meeting 7
p.m., Sept. 8 at in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center.

Great Beginnings help new .students find niche on campus
Bv

SHELLEY STREET

SfAFF WRITER

Like a bowl of Wheaties, the
Great Beginnings program is a
way to jump start the days of
freshmen at Murray State.
Paul Radke. director of
school relations, estimated
that 1,000 freshmen and
transfer students participated
in the one-week program
designed to increase student

Good Luck in
Che Air

Force
Tournament
(S)

retention rates. The program
accomplishes this by striving
to make new students comfortable quickly, create an attachment to the University and
build a support community
around the student.
"In the last two years, our
retention rates have gone from
64 percent to 74 percent,"
Radke said.
Great Beginnings has undergone many changes since its

inception three years ago.
Most recently, residential colleges were made a focal point
of orientation groups.
Radke said this is part of a
program to help the residence
colleges "develop an identity."
Another change in the addi~
tion of"Spirit Night." There,
students were introduced to
the various athletic teams and
learned the MSU fight song.
They also participated in con-

tests between residence colleges.
"lt was just non-stop energy," Radke said.
Wcndi Keihl, freshman from
Versailles, Ohio, said she
enjoyed participating in the
Great Beginnings program.
"lt was actually really help·
ful," she said. "I'm a lot less •
confused than I was."
Keihl credited the program
for helping her to make new

friends to take the place of
those she left more than seven
hours away.
However she .said there were
a few things she didn't. like
about the program. One was
the tormal convocation for new
students.
"I didn't like thQ convocn·
Lion," she said. ''Getting
dr('s.sed up is not my favorite
thing in the world."
She also said she hopes next

year's schedule is clearer and
more thorough.
Great Beginnings is funded
by the division of student
affairs under the direction of
Paul Naberezny, Paul Radke,
Kathy Hillyard and Jennifer
Young. The four directors will
meet next week to critique this
year's overall program and
start planning for next year's
activities.

''Broke My Chain!"
No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones ......

See t he Jewelry Repair Specialist

J.
T. LEE, Jeweler
Dixieland Center
Monday- Friday
759-1411
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
"where your ideas turn to .Qold'

~~~83~

'"Excess Baggage"
(PG-13)

"G.I. Jane"
(R)
Sur!iaJ Cllldlr s.a. 0... Tide

"Money Talks"
CR)
~tna

Ma S-tn11'1l~

"Mimic"
{R)

Hot Ne-w- Videos
LaserVI.scs

!alee

i:~t

the

~atu 11

rug• ot Dr . M a.:r~ ens
tootwtiar at

Sony Playstation
Sega Saturn
Nintendo 64

Chestnut Hills
Plaza
783-6242
GuuulMMLowu\
.n.o.oa~~~~naa

s..'""' Jlillill• Tw•"· Adlnt z.~..m I :liS p.m.
"LNwe It To Beaver" a:l iS p.m.
)
7125 p.m.
(PG
9:15

Beat the Heat!
Voluntee r at

The Murray State News!

Tile University
Barber Shop

I

*We have 3 barbers t o
serve you .
*ROTC and National
Guard Member s invited.
'*Military Experienced
*Cosmet ology &
Barbering Licensed
*No appointments
Necessary
Tuesday-Thursday

7:30 a.m. - 5 :3 0 p.m.
Saturday

8 a.m .- noon
"Stop b y a nytime!"

1 2 1 Cl MAIN ST.
NEXT TCJ

NEW

RITE AID

orts
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Sports Briefs

DFTHE

Racers debut 13th
in preseason poll
Two-time
defending
OVC football champion
Murray State is presently
ranked 13th in The Sports
Network's Division 1-AA
poll which was released
Aug. 18.
The 1996 national runner-up, Montana, is first in
the poll, followed by Troy
State and Northern Iowa.
favorite
Conference
Eastern Illinois came in
sixth in the poll, while
Eastern Kentucky notched
the 22nd spot. Western
Kentucky, the Racers'
next opponent, ranks I Oth
in the poll.
Four Racers were voted
to the TSN Pre-Season
All-American
Team,
including two on the first
team. Senior wide receiver
Reginald Swinton and
senior placekicker Rob
Hart were each named to
the first team. Senior tailback Anthony Downs was
a second-team selection
and senior linebacker Ronnie Merritt earned thirdteam honors.

t:.
;
•
:;

!E

.

,... W este r n t o enter
·=• OVC in football .

.

The annual meeting
, between Murray State and
• Western Kentucky could
• count as an OVC game,
provided Western sched.. ules enough league teams
for the 1998 season,
according to OVC com' missioner Dan Beebe.
The Hilltoppers are
presently an independent
1-AA football school and
. their only way into the
postseason playoffs would
be an at-large bid. Joining
a major 1-AA conference
would give the Hilltoppers
the opportunity to contend for an OVC title and
an automatic bid to the
postseason playoffs.
WKU will remain in the
Sun Belt Conference in
Division I basketball.

SEMO t ournament
•first for men's golf
• The Murray State men's
golf team begins play Sun.., day at the Southeast Mis• souri Invitational in Cape
Girardeau.
Three other tournaments highlight the slate
for the Racers this fall the Eastern Kentucky University Invitational at Richmond on Sept. 25, the
Kro~er Intercollegiate in
Memphis on Oct. I I and
the University of Louisville
• Intercollegiate on Oct. I 9.

..

Hustle Pit~)'
:...Race r foot ba ll

!• The Racers are 0-1 in

•'s eries history against the
Indiana State Sycamores.
: In their only meeting, Oct.
.; 6 1990, the Racers fell 52in Terre Haute.

:o

Source: ISU Media Guide·

Racers begin
title defense
•Football: Key positions
are lacking in skill and
depth, but skill positions
may be better, deeper than
last year as Racers attempt
a rare three-peat.
B Y GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off of back-to-back
OVC championships, the Racer
football program is looking to
do something that was simply
unthinkable just a few years
ago - go for a third consecutive OVC crown as well as
another trip to the national
Division 1-AA playoffs.
However, the Racers face an
uphill battle. Picked by the
Seth Dixorv'Photo Editor media to finish third in the conHead coach Denver Johnson looks on d uring a Wednesday practice. Johnson coached his first
ference, behind Eastern Illinois
game T hu rsd ay night against Indiana State. This Is Johnson's first job as a head coach.
and Eastern Kentucky, the program also must adjust to a new
coaching staff and new faces at
critical positions .
Quarterback Mike Cherry,
who
led the Racers to their
•Football: Denver John· Bucs for the now-defunct
back-to-back
titles, graduated
son begins his first head USFL, joining the Los Angeles The Johnson File
to
the
NFL
as
a third-string
Express, and in 1984 ended his
NAME: Denver Johnson
coaching job in his career, career
quarterback
for
the
New York
AGE: 38
with the Houston Gambut his experience spans blers.
Giants. Taking his place is UniHOMETOWN: Seminole, Okla.
COACHING HISTORY: Graduversity of Arizona transfer Dan
over 20 years.
The end oft.he ill-fated league
ate
assistant,
1985-'86.
OklaLoyd,
who started in the openprompted Johnson's entry into
homa State; Assistant head
er
against
Indiana State last
the coaching profession.
Bv GREG STARk
coach, Tenn.·Martin, 1986-'89;
night.
SroltTS EOITOI
"I had an opportunity to go
Offensive line coach, Oklahoma
Denver Johnson enters as the
coaching immediately, so I
State. 1989-'93; Offensive line
man
who will fill Houston NutAfter a distinguished playing decided to do that instead of
coach, Mississippi State, 1993·
t's
shoes.
Johnson, an associate
career and assistant coaching continuing my playing career," ''96.
at
the University of
coach
FAMILY:
Wife:
Danita;
Children:
positions at numerous colleges, he said.
Oklahoma
and
former player in
Daughters
Taylor
(7)
and
Kelsey
Denver Johnson is set to begin
In 1985, Johnson began his
(5).
the NFL and USFL, hopes to
his reign as head coach of the coaching career as a graduate
keep the flame burning as the
Racer football team.
assistant at Oklahoma State
Johnson takes over for Hous- University under Pat Jones, plus for Johnson, as be is famil- Racers attempt their threeton Nutt, who coached the Rac- helping the Cowboys earn a iar with the region, following peat.
Loyd will have some competiers to back-to-back OVC titles trip to the Gator Bowl that his job at Tennessee-Martin.
in 1995 and '96. Nutt left for same year. In 1986, Johnson Also, his wife, the former Dani- tion at the quarterback slot. He
Boise State, taking over for the moved to Tennessee-Martin as ta Powell, is from Greenfield, was named on Friday as the .
starter, six days before the
late Pokey Allen.
assistant head coach, where he Tenn.
Johnson said MSU was at the opener, but Johnson has wit·
The Racers' new skipper stayed unti11989.
He then moved back to Okla- top of his list when deciding to . nessed improvement from Josh
began his football career as a
player at Tulsa University as homa State, where he coached pursue a head coaching posi· Allen, the present second·
stringer.
an offensive lineman, helping the program's offensive line- tion.
Johnson said he feels Allen
'1'8e opportunity to be the
lead the Golden Hurricanes to men untill993 , when he moved
the Independence Bowl. John- on to Mississippi State as the head coach was a factor," he will play an important role.
"I feel a whole lot better
son was drafted by the Tampa offensive line coach, where be said. _"When my wife ~d I got
Bay Buccaneers out of college stayed until 1996 when he marned, we. made ~ hst of col- about Josh Allen than I did this
and played on the Bucs' offen- 'oined John Blake's staff at . leges for which I mtgbt pursue spring," he said. "I suspect that
~klahoma.
a job, and .Murray was at the both players (Loyd and Allen)
sive line for two years.
will see some playing time."
Coaching in this area was a top of the hst."
In 1983, Johnson left the

New coach ready for season

1997 Racer Schedule
Sept. 6.
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

at Western Ky
at Southern Ill.
Southeast Mio.
at Middle Tenn.
at Tenn.-Martin
Austin Peay
Eastern Ky.
at Tenn. Tech
Eastern Ill .
at Tenn. St.

7:00p.m.
1:30 p.m.
700 p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00p.m.
1;00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Johnson feels that there is
inexperience at the quarterback slots, but that talent and
depth will make the skill positions stronger.
"I think we have some talent
and depth at the skill positions,"
he
said.
"We're
unproven at quarterback. On
defense, we are talented at the
linebacker positions and have
some depth there, too."
Senior Anthony
Downs
returns for his senior season as
the starting tailback. Downs
rushed for over 1,000 yards,
and he will be backed up by Illinois transfer Wilbert Smith.
All-American candidate Reginald Swinton will return at
wide receiver. Swinton played
a major role in last year's
championship. His colleagues
at that position are Cliff
Brarich, Sam Greer, Steve
Emerson
and
Brandon
Warfield. Everson is a transfer
from Boston College, where he
was an All-Big East selection.
At linebackert Ronnie Merritt highlights the group, alongside Chris Vaugh~ and Mancell
Elam.
The secondary is highlighted
by transfers, with Chauncey
McGee from Mississippi State
and Rod Thompson from
Austin Peay.
Overall, Johnson feels that
he is going to use the best of
what he's got.
"We're going to try and use
our talent well," he said. "I
think that offensively everything is tempered by the quarterback. We would like to put
three or four wideouts on the•
field, but we are going to use
the running backs more early
in the season."

I

Ready or not, realignment is coming
With over a month of regularseason play as well as .wildcard
playoffs, league championships
Ta!IJ
and a World Series remaining,
the talk of baseball these days
is not pennant races, but
CHRIS
realignment.
BROWNING
Next season's expansion,
which will add the Tampa Devil
Rays and the Arizona Diamondbacks to the roster of
major league teams, has Angeles Dodgers.
While the plan has yet to
prompted one of the most contorversial ideas in baseball his- achieve universal acclaim
among major league owners, it
tory.
Referred to as "radical is still considered a viable alterrealignment," this proposal native to the current alignadvocates a change of leagues ment.
Granted, baseball's labor
for 15 teams, creating a 14team American League and a problems and ensuing decline
in attendance has necessitated
16-team National League.
some
changes in the "national
The new American League
pastime."
but instituting the
would essentially consist of
radical
realignment
plan is
eastern teams, such as the
akin
to
using
a
sledgehammer
Atlanta Braves, New York Yankees and Philadelphia Phillies, to swat a fly - it's overkill.
Scrambling to recoup losses
situated in two divisions.
from
the past three seasons,
Conversely, the National
baseball's
owners seem willing
League would be made up of
tum
the
game upside down
to
two divisions of western teams
in
an
attempt
to boost shortsuch as the Seattle Mariners,
term
profits.
California ~ngels and Los

Sports

As stated before, changes
were needed following the 1994
strike and this season's addition of interleague play has
been a rousing success. However, switching the oldest franchise in the game, the Cincinnati Reds, from the National to
the American League seems a
bit extreme.
While the radical realignment plan would emphasize
regional matchups (e.g. Mets
versus Yankees and Cubs versus White Sox), rivalries such
as the Braves versus the
Dodgers and the Mariners ver·
sus the Yankees would cease.
Certainly the regional rivalries would create some interest
initially, but over time they
would become like any other
match ups.
Additionally, it is unclear
what would become of the designated hitter rule under the
realignment proposal. National
League teams such as the
Braves, which have tailored
their rosters to the NL style of
play, would likely balk at the
idea of switching to the AL

brand of baseball.
Radical realignment would
serve the purpose of making
the game's hierarchy seem
responsive to the desires of
younger fans. The change, how·
ever, will come at the expense
of fans who have traditionally
filled the seats.
Despite the rampant talk
about radical change, calmer
heads may yet prevail in the
ongoing realignment debate.
One proposal that has some
merit calls for fairly minimal
.change and seems to make
sense geographically.
Under the alternate plan, the
Houston Astros and Kansas
City Royals would change
leagues, with the Detroit Tigers
changing from the AL east to
the AL central. Also, Arizona
would join the NL west, with
Tampa taking the Tigers' place
in the AL east.
These changes would please
the expansion franchises and
create
an
interesting
Royals/Cardinals rivalry as
well as an equally intriguing
. Rangers/Astros rivalry.

Even simpler is the original
expansion plan which would
place Arizona in the NL west
and Tampa in the AL west.
Understandably,
Tampa
ownership is less than thrilled
at the idea of traveling cross
country to play divisional
games. This makes the more
conservative realignment plan
a more desirable option.
Whatever plan the owners
decide on, changes are coming
-for better or worse.
A few words of advice to Bud
Selig and the owners: select a
full-time commissioner, keep
interleague play (but in a limited role), ditch the DH.... and,
most importantly, don't forsake
the current fans trying to reel
in new ones.
Tradition is not everything,
but it should have an important
place in the game. Here's hoping the emphasis will switch
back to on-the-field happenings
-soon.
Chris Browning is a graduate
assistant and the Chief Copy
Editor for The Murray State
News

Sports
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Dearworth readies team for title run
•Volleyball: All-OVC performers
Stephanie Diebold and Kristi
Hoffman lead MSU into the season opener at the Air Force Invitational today.
Bv j ASON YATES
STAFF WRIT£R

The Murray State volleyball team
knew they would have to face the 1997
season without graduated members
Melissa Bridges and Aimee Jones, but
one unexpected'departure has sent the
team into a time of transition.
Head coach Brenda Bowlin accepted
a head coaching position at Mississippi State University in June, but a
familiar face has stepped in to fill her
position on an interim basis.

Sarah Dearworth, a member of the
team from 1991 to 1994, was hired
until a full-time replacement can be
found.
Dearworth is one of the all-time
greats in Ohio Valley Conference history. During her four-year stint at
MSU, she broke 13 school records and
placed in the top 10 in ~ight OVC alltime categories. In her final season
she was selected as the OVC Player of
the Year.
Dearworth returned to Murray last
year to work in the school relations
department, and has worked with the
volleyball team on a volunteer basis
the previous two seasons.
"I am very excited about getting t he
chance to coach the team," she said. "It
has been a challenging but rewarding
experience."

·Despite the fact that Dearworth
arrived only a week before the players,
the first two weeks of practice have
been productive.
"It is a·real advantage being familiar
with the program," she said. "I already
know all the girls and their playing
styles, and they have worked hard to
make the t r ansition easy."
Jill Kennedy, senior from Louisville,
is excited about the new coach.
"Sarah is doing a great job," she
said. "She knows what we go through
because she was in our position a few
years ago. She is great at relating to
the players."
Dearworth did not .find the cupboard
bare. With 11 returning members, the
Racers have been picked to finish
third in the OVC.
"We are happy about being picked

Men's basketball gears
up for challenging season
Seven of the 12 games will be
1997-98 Schedule
covered by Fox SportsNet.
"Not only will we be competThe Murr ay State men's basOct. 31
Blue-Gold Scrinvnage 7:30p.m.
ing
against some of the toppro- Nov.
ketball team is facing one of its
7
Global Sporta Exhibition 7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
toughest schedules to date, grams in the country, but we Nov. 13 Worldwide Exhibition
Nov. 19
atDay1on
7:30p.m
including an appearance in the will be getting the added expo- Nov. 24 Belmont
7:30p.m ..
5·30p.m.
Puerto Rico Holiday Classic sure from Fox SportsNet," Got- Nov. 28-29 ThanklgMng Classic
7:00p.m
Dec. 4
Eastam Kentucky
tfried
said.
against Big 10 power Michigan.
4:00p.m.
Dee. 8
MorWad
MSU will also renew its rival- Dec. 13 Wuhirlglon UrWeBity 2:00p.m.
The Racers will face the
2:00p.m.
ry
with Western Kentucky at Ole:. 21 at Weatem KeniUCky
Wolverines Wednes day, Dec.
Dec. 24-26 II Puetto Rico Tourney
T8A
Diddle
Arena
in
Bowling
Green
24 at 11 a.m. The tournament
1:00p.m.
Jan. 3
II Middle T~
Jan. 5
at Tenneaee Tech
8:00p.m.
field also includes Iowa State, on Dec. 21.
7:00p.m
8
Indiana U.·Souhast
Another new addition to the Jan.
Arkansas, Texas Christian,
Jan. 10
at r.,.,..... Maltln
7:30p.m.
T8A
Syracuse, Saint Louis and the lineup is the first Racer Jan. 13 at Eutem Kenblc:ky
7:00p.m.
jan. 15
Eulllm ltlinoia
host school, American Univer- Thanksgiving Classic, which Jan.
4:00p.m.
17
SoullfMal Milloutl
will feature the Racers against Jan. 22
sity of Puerto Rico.
II Aullln IWy
TBA •
24
It TIMIII8I State
T8A
"It's a privilege to be invited Holy Cross in the first-round Jan.
7:00p.m.
Jan. 29
Middle Tenneaaee
to a tournament such as this and Idaho State against West- Jan. 31 T~Me~He Tech
4:00p.m.
Feb. 3
at Morehead
TBA
and I know our players are ern Illinois.
7:00p.m.
The first event of the season Feb. 7 Tenneasee-Martin
ready to spend their Christmas
Feb. 12
at Eaatem Illinois
TBA
in Puerto Rico," said head will be the annual Blue-Gold Feb. 14 at Southeast Missouri
TBA
7:30p.m
Scrimmage on Oct. 31 at 7:30 Feb. 19 Austin Peay
coach Mark Gottfried.
Feb. 21
Tenneseee State
•
7:oop.m.
The winner of the MSU- p.m. which will feature a HalThe first regular season
Michigan will take on the win- loween party. The flrst exhibition
game
will
be
against
Globgame
will be at Dayton Nov. 24
ner of the Arkansas-AUPR
al
Sports
on
Nov.
7
at
7
p.m.
at
7:30
p.m.
game Dec. 25.

third," she said. "It is a nice position
because no one is gunning for us."
Leading the Racers quest for the
OVC ch ampionship are All-OVC performers Kristi Hoffman and Stephanie
Diebold, and Kennedy, a member of
the 1996 OVC All-Tournament Team.
Hoffman, senior setter from Dexter,
Mo., led the team with 1,307 assists
and was second on the team with 431
digs last season; however, her most
important asset might be' her on the
court leadership and experience she
has demonstrated her previous three
seasons.
Diebold, junior middle hitter from
Louisville, is the squad's most explosive offensive player. She was .second
on t he team with 526 kills in 1,302
attempts.
Kennedy, an outside hitter, is one of

the steadiest players on the team. She
recorded 184 kills and was third on
the team with 342 digs.
The team's biggest task might be.
replacing the 583 kills that Melissa
Bridges supplied last year. Dearworth
said the improved play of sophomore
middle hitter Sarah Ernst might ease
the loss of Bridges.
"Sarah has really stepped up her
play from last year," she said. "We are ·
looking to her to help replace Melissa."
The Racers begin their season today
at the Air Force Tournament in Col:
orado Springs, Colo.
Kennedy has high expectations for
the season.
"This team is well-balanced," she
said. "This is by far the best chance we
have of winning the OVC since I have
been here.

Practice, Practice, Practice

STAFF REPORT

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Members of the Racer football team gather at midfield prior to practice. The practice
was In preparation for last nlpt's opener venus Indiana State.

WANTED!!!
DEAD OR ALIVE!!!

Congratulations to the Delta Omega chapter of
Alpha Omicron Pi, winner of the Distinguished
Service Award! The DSA is presented to the top
ten AOil chapters in the United States and
Canada. Also, congratulations to . ..

(PREFER ALIVE)

MSU TELECOUNSELORs·

•

Do you have above-average telephone
communication skills? Do you enjoy
interacting with the public? Would you like
to work 9-12 flexible hours per week during
the school year and earn a cool $5 per hour?
If this describes you please come to School
Relations in Sparks Hall to apply Sept. 2-5.
If you have what it takes,
you will be selected to become a
Murray State University .Telecounselor.
Call or stop by the School Relations Office in
Sparks Hall if you have any questions.

•

Summer Orientation Leaders:
Natalie Boldrick
Tiffany Cole
Nicole Essner
Emily Forbes
Jill Gentry
Gwen Hughes
Jill Kennedy
Chase Smith
Fall Orientation Leaders:
Kris Crichton
Liz Fryer
Heather Howell
Jennifer McDaniel
Amberly McLemore
Alyson McNutt

...

Heather Howell - 1st runner-up Miss Kentucky
Shanna Moore- Miss Louisville
1996-97 Senior Woman of the Year:

Meredith Major

...
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Newcomers join staff
STAFF REPORT

Along with Denver Johnson,
the lOth head football coach in
. Racer history, six new faces
have surfaced on the football
Racer coaching staff, but three
have stayed over from former
coach Houston Nutt's staff.
Linwood Ferguson, a graduate of East Carolina, will serve
as the Racers' defensive coordinator and brings more than 20
years of coaching experience to
Johnson's staff. He comes to
- Murray State after a three-year
stint as the defensive coordinator at Southern illinois-Car-

bondale where he put his
aggressive Saluki defense up
against the Racers' offense the
past two seasons.
Mac McDaniel will direct the
Racers' offense in his first season at Murray State. A native
of Alvin, Texas and a University of Tennessee graduate,
McDaniel has spent his entire
career coaching on the offensive side of the ball. A former
quarterbacks/receivers coach at
the University of Texas-El
Paso, McDaniel spent the last
five years in the Cleburne
(Texas) School System coaching
football and serving an admin-

Experienc~

istrative role.
Randall McCray, a 1991
graduate of Appalachian State,
will coach the Racers' inside
linebackers. He previously
served as linebackers coach at
Bethune-Cookman, and has
also coached at Clemson University and the University of
South Carolina.
Jody Allen, who coached two
seasons in the Canadian Football League, will coach the Racers' wide receivers. A graduate
of Valdosta State, Allen also
coached at the University of
Alabama under Ray Perkins.
John Coatta, a former quar-

terbacks coach at Brigham
Young and scout for ' the Dallas
Cowboys, will direct the Racer
running backs. A graduate of
Catawba College, Coatta has
also coached at Central Florida
and in the Arena Football
League.
Nutt, who left to take the
head coaching job. at Boise
State, has three coaches return
to the MSU staff. Larry
McClain will coach the defensive line for the fourth straight
season, Justin Crouse will
coach the tight ends and Cary
Fowler will guide the defensive
backs.

leads women into fall

April," she said.
victories.
team
is
coming
off
a
sucThe
Berryman, junior from West"We are playing
cessful 1996-97 campaign. The erville, Ohio, will play at the
in tournaments
lady netters fmished third in number one and number two
with many quali- the 10-team OVC race and positions in singles and numplaced two members, Brooke ber one in doubles. She finished
ty teams, but I
Berryman and Martha Zim- 16-2 in confer e(lce play and
am excited
mer, on the All-OVC team. The holds a 13-match winning
squad
also recorded the highest streak.
about the year."
spring GPA in MSU athletics.
Bv jASON YATES
Other returning contributors
-coNNIE KEAsUNG,
STAFF WRITER
This year looks promising include Angela Brooks, Nicole
WOMEN'S TENNJS COACH
with the addition of four fresh- Petrie, Amy Gemmill and
Murray State's women's tenmen to go along with virtually Nancy Norstrom.
nis team is preparing for
the same team from last year.
Despite the talented newanother grueling schedule of
Women's head tennis coach The only loss was DeAnna Carcomers
and solid r eturning
competition which kicks off Connie Keasling said the girls roll, who is now an assistant
lineup,
Keasling
sees a chalSept. 12 against Indiana State on the team have to put in coach.
lenging
road
ahead
for her
in Evansville, Ind.
much hard work and dedicaThis year's squad will be
team.
Tennis is a year-round sport tion to excel.
anchored by Zimmer and
at Murray State with the fall
"It is tough on these girls to Berryman.
"We have increased the level
portion of the schedule dedicat- practice all summer long, play
Zimmer, senior from Atlanta, of our competition this year,"
ed to tournaments in various in numerous tournaments in Ga., will retain her number one she said. "We are playing in
locations, and the spring por- the fall, and finally get to the singles and doubles positions tournaments with many qualition which kicks otT Ohio Valley important conference part of on the team. She led the team ty teams, but I am excited
Conference duels.
the schedule in March and last year in singles and doubles about the year."

•Women's tennis: Head
coach Connie Keasling
looks forward to the fall
schedule of tournaments~
in preparation for the
spring conference schedule.
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Women's basketball
to begin Nov. 22
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State women's
basketball program opens its
season Nov. 22 at home
against Belmont University at
4p.m.
Two of the major non-conference dates for the Lady Racers
come in late December as they
travel to St. Louis to face Saint
Louis University. and also to
the Vanderbilt tournament,
where they will face Southwest
Texas.
The Lady Racers wiU also
host defending OVC champion
Eastern Kentucky Dec. 8.

1997-'98 Schedule
Nov. 22
Belmont
Nov. 25 Unlva1$lly of Evansville
Nov. 28·29 at Unlv. of Memphis
Dec. 3
Southern lllllnois
Dec. 18. at St Louis
Dec. 28·29 at 1/anderblit Tourney
Jan. 3
at Middle Tennessee
Jan. 5
at Tennessee Tech
Jan.10
at Tennessee-Manin
at Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Southeast M•ssoun
Jan. 19
Eastern IllinOis
Jan. 24
at Tennessee State
Jan. 26
at Austin Peay
Jan. 31
Tennessee Tech
Feb. 2
Middle Tennessee
Feb. 4
at Morehead
Tennessee-Marlin
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
at Southeast Missouri
Feb. 16
at E.astem Illinois
Feb. 19
Austin Peay
Feb. 21
Tennessee State

4p.m
7 p.m.
TBA
7 p.m.
7 p.rp.

6pm.

3p.m.
7p.m.

5:30p.m.
7:30 p,m.

1 p.m.
7p.m.
5:45 P·"1·
7p.m.
1 p.m.

7p.m.
7:30p.m.

4p.m.
5:30p.m.
7p.m.
5:15p.m.

4p.m.

'Breds hire new assistant
STAFF REPORT

An assistant at Southeast
Missouri for the past three seasons, Bart Osborne has been
hired as an assistant coach for
the Murray State Thoroughbreds.
Osborne, 29, comes to MSU
with prior coaching experience
at SEMO, Kirby High School in
Memphis, Tenn. and Delta
Stat~ University in Cleveland,
Miss.
A native of Seymour, Tenn.,
Osborne earned his bachelor's
degree at Middle Tennessee
State before receiving his master's degree from Delta State in
1993. At Murray State,
Osborne will serve as third
base coach as well as assisting
in hitting, offensive strategies,
preparing scouting reports and
working with the 'Breds' catch-

ers. He replaces Dave Jarvis,
who accepted the head coaching job at Belmont University
in Nashville, Tenn. in .June.
Thieke, who wrapped up his
fourth season at the helm of the
'Breds with a 25-29 record, said
Osborne is a welcomed addition
to the MSU baseball program.
"I have been impressed with
the consistency and enthusiasm of the players at Southeast
Missouri over the years and I
know Bart had a big part in
recruiting and developing their
players," he said. "I think Bart
will bring new ideas and new
enthusiasm to our program."
Osborne was an all-district
baseball player at Seymour
High School in 1985 and 1986.
He served as captain of the
1988 Roane State Community
College team before transferring to Middle Tennessee.

CR Books and Music
Hwy 641 N.
1/2 mile north of Wal-Mart
753-7323

1

• We offer the best selection of
the latest tapes, CDs, and books.
• We special order to meet all of
y our needs.
e Dictionaries and thesauruses
~or stu~ents .of all ages.

COME SEE OUR
OKS8MUSIC

·,

Emergency Response Training Co.
,' ,

Offers CPR courses and continuing education
for EMT's. Fire educaiton and Safety courses
are also offered.

,

CPR course will be held Sept~ 6.
CaD (502) 559•2X29 or (502) 436-2594 '
for information and to register for the
course.

You've had everybody's boring
cheeseburgers. You've had your fill of
everybody's fries. So give up and try something really different. Like Arby's lean and tender
roast beef piled high on a toasted onion bun and
topped with our tangy cheddar cheese sauce.
UllJUjJ I~i7«'CI•I•]
With a~ order of A~y's original crispy Curly
fli,M~
••ll.li.ll
.. il.lll.-1 • - - • •
Fnes on the stde. Now that's different!

Jl

•)

C1993 Attly's l11e.

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

.
i!tllls "'t

e~ln

Str.,~.

'LllO@~

..

~·0~

$3.00
.per offer
Up to four .offers Expires 9/12197

Playing contem porary
Christian music ... 24 hours a day.

l3i(J 'l~n~ '!Uoioal
In concert Sept. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Au ditorium.
Tickets are $10 in advance.

'
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Racers give Pearson
promotion to assistant
STAFF REPORT

Phillip Pearson spent the last
two winters ·in an administrative role for the Murray State
men's basketball team. Now he
will have a more hands-on
approach to the game.
Pearson, a former player at
the University of Alabama, bas
been promoted to assistant
coach of the Racer program.
Pearson, a native of Montgomery, Ala., was the director
of basketball operations for the
Racers last season. Among his
duties as assistant coach will
be on-floor coaching, preparing
scouting reports and fi lm

breakdown.
Pearson served as administ rative assistant to Wimp
Sanderson at the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock before
coming to Murray State with
head coach Mark Gottfried in
1995. · Pearson played for
Sanderson as a walk-on at
Alabama and was the only
walk-on to ever start a game for
the Crimson Tide. He earned
the Paul "Bear" Bryant Academic Award prior to graduating
from Alabama in 1993 with a
bachelor's degree in human
performance.
"This is a win-win situation
for Phillip and Murray State,"

Gottfried said. "He's had some
opportunities to advance to
other programs and I'm excited
that he'll be staying on our
staff and taking on more
responsiblities. He's a bright
young coach with a tremendous
future in this business."
Pearson feels that this will be
a great opportunity for him and
the team.
"I'm looking forward to getting a chance to work with the
players on the floor on a daily
basis," he said. "I'm excited to
be a part of the great expectations of the Murray State basketball program, and l look forward to being here a long time."

Youth movement speeds track
-Track: Many new recruits
may bolster the strength of
the track team this fall, as
they open their schedule
next weekend at the University of Memphis.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

New faces are the name of
the game for the MSU track
program this fall.
Head coach Bob Doty and his
running Racers are entering
the season, which opens Sept. 5
at the Memphis Invitational at
the University of Memphis,

("

with many new recruits.
Newcomers for the men's
team include Brian Recktenwald, transfer from the University of Alabama at Binningbam, Beau Alexander, freshman from Clinton and Stewart
Davis, freshman from Antigua.
Distance runner Jason McKinney will return this year as
the leader of the team. McKinney, senior from Georgetown,
ill. , was one of t he top distance
runners in th e OVC last season.
.
"McKinney will be an influence on all the new people,"
Doty said.
On the women's team, Erica

(

Phelps, of Danville (ill.) Junior
College and Trisha Grace of
Midway (Ky.) College are the
new transfers, while Rebekah
Christman of Owensboro,
Brooklay Longworth of Henderson, Rebecca Kramer of
Evansville, Ind.', and Amy
Freeland of Rolling Meadows,
ill., are the new high school
recruits."
Doty feels the added talent
will help the track squad.
"It will give us more depth,"
he said. "We have 12 out (practicing) and we can only travel
with seven, so they will have to
work to make the squad.,.
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Programs succeed
•
1n OVC all-sports
STAFF REPO RT

The Murray State men's and
women's athletic programs
each had varied results in the
OVC All-Sports competition,
with Midd.Je Tennessee winning the men's portion and
Southeast Missouri winning
the women's portion.
MSU's men won three categories, football, where they
scored 18 points; and basketball •. where they scored 19,
tying with Austin Peay for that
category; and rifle.
The women did not win any
categories, but they finished
tied for second in volleyball and
finished third in tennis. They

Men's Standings

Women 's Standings

1. Middle Tennessee 116
2. Eastern Illinois
106
3. Murray State
96
4. Eastern Kentucky 91
5. Tennessee Tech
84
6. Southeast Mo.
78
7. Austin Peay
74
8. Morehead State
68
9. Tennessee State
47
10. Tenn.-Martln
40

1. Southeast Mo.
108
2. Eastern Kentucky 106
3. Eastern Illinois
97
4. Middle Tennessee
83
5. Tennessee Tech
78
6. Murray State
74
7. Tenn.·Martln
69
8. Morehead State
60
9. Austin Peay
56
10. Tennessee State
45

were only able to participate in
eight of the 10 sports featured.
Both SEMO and MTSU are
repeat winners.
MSU and Tennessee Tech

were the only programs to have ·
representatives in all sports in
the men's division. No programs in the women's division
had all representatives.

SID position changes guard :
STAFF REPORT

Former Murray Ledger &
Times sports editor Steve Parker was recently named Murray
State's sports information
director.
Parker, who also held the
spor ts editor position at the
Tribune-Courier in Benton,
and had worked at the Ledger
for six years, is an MSU graduate.

A native of St. Louis, the
thirty-year-old Parker received
his bachelor of arts degree from
MSU in public relations in
1989.
He succeeds Brinn Morgan,
who accepted the women's basketball sports infonnation
director's position at the University of Alabama.
"We were sorry to lose Brian
to Alabama but it was a great
opportunity for him," MSU ath·

letic director E.W. Dennison
said. "We are excited to have
Steve on our team and I look
forward to working with him.
We · want to spreadword and
Steve will help us do that."
"Coming to work for Murray
State and E.W. Dennison is a
tremendous
opportunity,"·
Parker said. "E.W. has brought
a lot of excitement into the
department and I'm looking
forward t.<> being a part of it."

Sports
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Weaver Center helps
athletes reach go·als
percent ofMSU athletes graduate, compared to 45 percent of
Student-athletes who are the total student population .
"I want the community to
having trouble with their studknow
t hat we are very much
ies now have a new solution.
aware of what the numbers are
The Weaver Center for Acadas shown in the report and that
emic Enrichment will include
many aids for those in need. is a priority issue," Dennison
This center is equipped with said. "Our coaches have taken
computers and reference mate- on this issue and are working
rials for the student-athletes' on ways to make the players
understand that they have to
use.
perfonn
in the classroom first
Hopes are up for success of
as
students
before they can sucthe center, for the University is
ceed
on
the
court as athletes."
looking to the future -with getThe
results
of the study cover
ting more student-athletes to
a
seven-year
period, which
graduate. The percentage of
means
th
at
t
he academic
student-athletes graduating
results
of
recruiting
by h ead
from Murray State has
basketball
coach
Mark
Gotincreased over the past few
tfried
will
not
be
available
until
years, according to a recent
study that has been released, 2003.
Dennison feels that basketand MSU Athletic Director
E.W. Dennison hopes that ball players have it the hardest
trend will continue. Based on academically.
figures from 1993 to 1997, 49
"Obviously, basketball playSTAFF REPORT
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)'t"J,..,. •"flC'rlc:ncc:..~It .30C-.3}t + l>c:oc-

tlt,. Call 80044+6648.

DRIVERS !'o'EEDED - G<'l hored! Gc:r
tr.lln<.'C.I! Get paidl oo expc:nenc.'t: nt:edc.-d
No CU'il cnt u:unorljt :lv:tilahle of qwlotit.-d.,

3237.
DRIVERS! • Comp:my drivers up 10 40
c.-.:nL•. Ownerl{)pt-Dtnnl 86 1/2 .:c:nu.
Mu11 h:lve I ye>r OTR Jnd be l3+, C:all
Hcanbod F.xpres.~ ~l ai0-441-49'>J
DRIVER, ARE YOU nREO OF LONG
HOURS & t.OW I'A'r1 · Rc><:llllt.ts amp 10
pay package: per "11lt: N:ttoon;ol Survey of
!)river \l'ag<.'.'l l>y ..'i!llll'<~'t Grc:-.11 home
ume. 95'111 n<l t<JOc:h. Solo nr te-.tm: v;on or
1\:Ubl:d. Talk to our drin-r.; AIJ0-46Ni.H 5.

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Frank Gude uses a powerwasher to clean the sidewaJks in an effort to spruce up RoY.
Stewart Stadium Wednesday afternoon before the season opener.

.;He worh fuc:l & l<:lfc:~y llOOu.,, Own~:T
<>f!L'ti!Or.l eam 112t c:n•J11Y :md lruckd.
C:1ll R(J(I.633-0;'i0 ext. S\l'K

f)Rf\IER • Up 1D 3'>< u mck 10 ..un pltlll
Ul' ID $700 :a week nric:nt;tUQO pay! Gn::.lt
humetlme ;.onJ :a.-,.~lt.'ll. !til conven<M>nal
l1a1 0/0'h wdcome. liuyd llr(JOI H00~·1~2' EO!i.

ROOKKEEPERIADVERTISING
AS.\lS·
TAN!' • FulHome pnlition on Shc:th)'Vllic:,
K<.-ntucky. Requimo d:lu t:ntry. a-.'--ouminR
'kilb. computc:r cxperien<·e on v.~>nl &
lcxu:;, ami Ntronl( clfWlnl•~•tional liktll'i.
Scnd n=<un>c: l<l Stl'\1 ... WhC'.ltlc:y, P.O. Hox
'>49, Slk.-lb)'llillc:, KY 40066 £.0 E.
DRIVERS REGIONAL OTR • Gculng the
home time you dc::;crvc:? Wa:kc:ncb home,
31 cpm gu;Jr:lnlt:e:, .,.....gnc:o:~ pc!e<, 93'11>
~touch (n:ight, no NY Cicy, c:xet'llc:ni
benefit p:adca!IC!. Monlrnum n:qu!n-menL';
"II" 25, da...., A COl., Z ~.tr.- ~ exr>t:rlence or I Yt:'Jr c:x~ & be a tltivin~t
~oat grnc.lua~. HCJWTII'' MOlDf F""'!!ho
HI)(}.~

CHRI!iTMAS AROUNO THE WORLD •
Hc>lll<! l>a.'ie<l party plan opporrurury. lckJI
sa:ond Income. Col>unl."'ton plu~ I>OOIL"
t:S. fm: lrJONflll. No lnvc:>tmenL :icrious
(:l!lo;.. Al.o;0 lxXlldlll( p;lrlb! 80().264-2166

DRI\'ER.'VOTR CONNECT TO THE FINE
UNE! - Nu Nl!IC:lrod:t.I:-IYC. No touch

fn:ight GwrJnteed l•,.no: pc~iq•, Mill 23,

110 Air G.loduloncr Kcnmon: S60. Call
753-1176 aftt.-r '\ p.m.
Aldu~ P'Jgc:maker ,oftw.tre frn Macinro:-h.
V.:r.ok>n '\.0. unopened 5300. Call 7fi2·
2!'-lH, ur 7~3·11?6.
Tw<l n>IIIJ'IIIero;, P75 .ond 1'166. lndu<.l~
monrrnc 753-131'1

5TFEI. IllllDING~ Sill. • :10x40x 10.

$4.323. 40x60xl4. S7,i86, 50x'f~x 14,
$10.'i9l, 50:d00x!6, $14,240; {o0ltll)Jx16,
$16,707 Moni-~ hullc.lirw, ~J(i),
513.~ f~ hn1<:hur~ 'ic:ntlnt:l
llullding.,, HOQ.327.079Q, c:xlcn,lon 79.
WOU'P l'ANNIN<i llF.f> -IJ'::tn nt" ~
lluy c.lirt'< t ;.nd 'awl C"AJnml•·r<·"ol oo home
unit• from Sl9').{)(), ll>w munohl)· pay·
ment,. free color c.::JWkr~ Call uKI:ov RO().

32 Unll.'l,

1!42-131ll

•·cAsH• . lmrnc:doott: 'S fnr ~rno<~urec.l t't.1·
t.lcmc:nL< ;tnd ddcn·ed lnsur:orn.~ d:um....
J,O . Wemwonh ll(JI):386-3SA2.

ll00-321·973-4.

DRIVERS, OTR • M<<::lendon Trucking
oov.· honn¢ C<101pany drh'Cfll c:1m up to

home foon.,, PJY off bnd contr:l<t.•. self·
t:mployt:d, pa.'lt b:ankrupcdes OK. aU o-Wit con.•ldc:rc:tl Apply by phone. Cn.'\'C

C:O..'Ur Mcrrt~J&e Ali.'iOC:I:lle,, ln..-. I!00-627·

074>.
.\IOHllJI HOMii WANS - ~'lb down, rc:fl.

n3ndng 1equity lcl<ln. l'ree so:lter:; p:trkal(t',
bnd m hnonc htru;. Gm;:n Tree Ponancl:tl
000.221-8204 or ll00-S54-8717.
CZECH STLDI!NT • Salndtn;~vbn, C.er·
nun, WIOJlc.".lll. Sou1h .ArnCric:ut, A.'ii:ln,
Rus>i:ln cxdtlnge &udents :umdln~ high
~. Bcrtimc: a In<! f.unUy/ AISI'. C".nU
SOO.StHI.ING ""IOIW·•il>iong.ol'll
WANTEt> '1110\IIJS IN YOUR AREA! · To
dto;pby u hr•rKl•\t'W >pace-age ~idu111. &:\
up ch-.c ro !Jt·tuoy C<N! lotdim<' l(ll:Or:tfl'
t~l CaliiJSA I>t'ilnhutloo R00-337.(!584

Hlghv.·Jy, Dc..'fll CK, Tc.'flnc:m=e 3R57'i
!llXH31 ·~.·

I)RIVRRS: • No hlrin~ company <.Jmoo:no,
owner oper:110111. LIP l'rOjlt:lm .waibhle.
Jon~.

"

tOO HOMF.S • Sl:lnc.larc.l modeb :t\'llll.ihlc
or c:k5ol!fl )1lUr own J'~ hrudtun:. Hone~ Abe log HOOle:<, 3R~S Cby cnunty

CRI:I)IT O,RI) D!'liT! • ''"P lut:l..,.inR
phone albl. FJJminarc or n.xlu(·c tntere.oot.
Cut p.-~yoncnt.s up to ~ N<>n·Prufot Ddx
Coo.'kllid:Won Co. 9)).229-3)27.

D:al

A BEAU'TIFUL OIAPP.I. WfJ>nt:-IG • In
the Smoley Mount.tin.•. Gatlonhuf11·., Lillie
lng CIJ,rpel . Chotnnln~. n»twntic. ll<>rd<.'lll
n;otioltll park A d~Jnl wcc.IJio1~ «> fir
yt>ur hudgt<t . l!l)()."i'>Hl5l , SCP

15T & 2Nll MORTGAGES • tOOK> lirulll•
with lkl.'eptlhle crc:dil. ~ mnhllc

fhtbc:d, clc.-dia!rc:tl 11ngt.,. or t~m.-. Nu
c:xp•:rienc:c:? No prohlem . Tr:ainong u•~d
Jhle! Ruil<lcrl\ Tr:an.pQ~UIIon. 80().762·
IR19.
DRJVER:i, 0TR • Singlc:s aod rc:::ntl> nt.'t.'dc:d. Compt.'tollve pay, nlt\loc."Al henefit<,
.,,,,ognc:d com<t'fltion:tl~. Minomum 22. 6
month,; Ttr c:xperien<.-e. Call RoodnJnno:r
Distribution roc.byl H(».790-JH8H,

Call

=

'f'XILicluJ,, ntwlr rcn<wnt•-d I\CJ!Tle. nc:tr
many
amenitlo, kk-JI to..~llon. G=t
le:t.-.c r:u<:> even Include 311 prupt:rty
upkeep. R8fl.7l11 ·2~ II

lnJ!

I ye:u OTR, CDl w/Hazrn:tl. ~
EEO.

DRIVER.~, Comr>any dnvers/o~r upcr·
ators S'i00-$1000 sll(ll on honw.! Van,

J)f'li1' C".lllSI~ • We Cln help. Oehl mn·
.scikbtlon.s up to $60,000. Coru!olldltc
hill:o Into nne e:L">Y paymc:nt. low intl=-t.
ltl'nstliUhlc paymcnL,. Qwdt raulls. 8QO.
7411-0759
MORTGAGE LO.o\.'115 • Quock and t::t'Y•
holl "'"'"'lkL.1ow•n, home impi'O\ic:rnc:t1L,,
<'lhh vu~ relon•or~<:c. land l"OntrJct payoffs..
Hankrupt• & lxod nec.liL Ask fclr jcnnolcr
Know 1<::1, Mct<:nntUe MO(I)l'J!t<' Cu of
r.oul.wili,•I!I,IO-lJ7-3901.

WWW.ROF.HL.NI!T

CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS • Cted11 prot>
lc:m• under.ltood. Nn opplotklrl fen.

RHS-244-9908. "-cni\K:ky a clln:<t leilder.
no• :a hnlker. Oehl C".nnsolod:ttloru;, HQftle
lonprnvenoenL,, bn<l contt:Hl.'l. ll.od c:redir

nk

11R£D Of CREDITORS • • 11rtt' dd1l conlioliduloo Ap(>. with I'CI\~ 8).).7S>l 740

A REAirTII'l'L CANDLEUC.HT OLI>·
fA.'iHIONf.[) \I:'EDDII'IG .. Snook) MC1Ufl'
tarn~ nt'ar G.ulinhul')l, ovc:ri<XJkon~ river.
ht,><·.Jrawn <Jrri.tgo:, cabons, jJcuul.
e>n.Loln<-d monl.o;tc:r:;. No lt:!-4> t>r w~ollnM.
Hc-~rtl~nd f!00.4-if\.1!697 (VO~'S)
OEAt.."JlFUL CHAPEL!CHl'RCH

OIRI~1'·

IAN WFI>OING • G.lllinbul'!l'• Ot1ginal
C:JN:e 19fl0) Phologr..plty, lllU.'Iic, 1\oY..:fll,
limo:<, j:JcuZZti!Uitc.'l, f~ . love Walk
lln~·k. Rev. Ed T3yloc I!OO-:H~2779.

Good Luck
MSURaeers

hllp./lwww.garlinhul')lCiupcb.cnm.
C.ET MARNIE.D • Smoky M<>untltn.' ~re:L~
OI<J<ol ~~notllul ch:tpds, Chn.stl:.on .,o:rvkc,,
complcle aOT:On)tt·nlt:nl~. honcymcxm ,'to
lamtly l":lhm•, jJl1JZZO, bre:uhuklng vlewx
w~illn~ Ch~f'ICI ll00-89j-7Z74. V:u-Jtlnn
l.ocJI(ong
90()..634· 5811
hup:www vic <'OOll:o.hopllllelchapeVdt~p

From,
Th•

el.lum

.Murra~

Welcome Back

MYim£ Bf:.A<:JI, SC - Sc::lg;ttc •11bge:

~N EW§IlGIH!7!

MSU Students!

Produced by Murray Sute University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org

10°/o
OFF SAI~E
on all exterior paints.

Produced by The Murmy State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Now through September.
(502) 759-4979
FAX (502) 759-2430

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Carryout Available
Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center #12
Murray
(502) 767-0135

Monday - Friday:
11 a.m.- 2 p.m. & 5 p.m.- 10 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

----

~

?•

State

NfttJS

The Net starts her·e

Paint•Papers• Wi~tdow Decor• Carpet• Fioorlng

Bel-Air Shopping Center
918 S. 12th St.

Wishy-washy

Classifieds

Get home m<W wc:oekend~. Call 11()0.528-

P 0 Kox 160, CynthWu. KY 410.\1

Cmc:n~nt

ers have a more difficult time
academically because they
compete during both semesters," he said. "Those absences
can take a toll on a student's
academic performance if he
isn't dedicated to his studies."
The installation of the WCAE
is expected to bring up the percentage of student-athletes
graduating with its multiple
facilities.
Dennison believes that the
time has come for athletes to
put academics before anything
else.
"The days of being an athlete
first and a student second are
over for Murray State players,"
he said. "When our players put
on the Racer uniform, they are
representing the University.
They know that we are expecting them to set an example in
the classroom - and on the
playing field."
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Welcome Back MSU Students! __,.__:~ REf)D[INES-_~
Stylists:
Lyn Homa
Terri Walston
Jill Cossey Ramsey
Usa Sanders
Manicurist:
Theresa James

'

-~er·

ons~

Applications for
Freshman Senators are
available in the SGA
office located on the
1st ,floor of the Curris
Center.
Applications m ust be
submitted b y Sept. 3

Casa Del Sol

$2.00 Off Next Haircut
or Nail Service
u Bring in Ad*
#2 Dixieland Center
(502) 753-0882

-

""

=·

- · : ~-
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Loyd's assessment.
some of the guys thought I was
"The first trait that attracted weird, but that is to be expectus to Dan was his persona and ed. The guys that were already
the fact that he oozes with con· here have made it easy for me
fidence," he said. "He has a fair to adapt to them because they
amount of God-given talent, but are such great players."
more importantly he has a
With the success Mike Cherry
great huddle presence and lead- enjoyed in his two seasons with
ership quality."
the Racers, comparisons are
Johnson is not the only per- going to naturally be made
son who has taken notice of between Loyd and the former
Loyd's leadership.
Racer standout.
Reginald Swinton,· the RacJohnson said he believes that
ers' top receiver last season, has comparisons are part of sports,
been impressed with the new but does not believe that any
signal caller.
added pressure will be placed
"Dan has the potential to be a · on Loyd.
great quarterback," Swinton
"'Every year is a new year,
said. "His confidence never gets and every team is a new team,
down. When things go wrong in and Dan is a new quarterback."
practice and everybody hangs he said. "All we ask of Dan is
their head, he keeps his up. It not to try to be like Mike Cherhas given me confidence in his ry but to just be like Dan Loyd
ability."
and to be the best quarterback
The Southern California he can be."
native has had some major
Loyd is not intimidated by the
adjustments to make to his new legacy Cherry left. at Murray.
surroundings and his new As a matter of fact, he wants to
teammates, but the transition do one thing Cherry could not
has been smooth.
accomplish - bring home a
•1 believe the players have national championship.
embraced Dan," Johnson said.
"I came here because this pro"They realize he is a guy look- gram is going up," he said. "It
ing for an opportunity!'
has been a dream of mine to
"I am meshing well with the win the national championship,
team," Loyd confirmed. "Com- and I am glad to be at a school
ing from California, I think that has the same goal."

Continued from Page 1

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor
Dan Loyd, HSU's new starting quarterback, enjoys a break with his teamates during Wednesday's
practice. The Racers first game was last night against Indiana State.

ADVICE
Continued from Page 1
is not that easy.
"Don't procrastinate," she said. "Don't
put things like papers and reading off until
the last minute."
Another tip came from Will Smith,
senior from Los Angeles, Calif.
"Learn the system and work with it," he
suggested. "Also, learn how to communicate with your teachers, you might need
them someday."
If studying was the only activity that college students participated in, life would be

fairly simple. But even if students confine
themselves to their rooms, they still have
the roommate dilemma.
Tiffany Crum, a junior from Mayfield,
explained the first rule.
"Never room with people you are close
to," she said. "It can make or break a
friendship."
Even if roommates are strangers complications can appear.
"Try to get along with your roommate for
at least four weeks," said Dimitra Sanford,
junior from Hayti, Mo. "After that, try to
find another roommate."
Upperclassmen also have tips to offer

s1on I quarterbacks MSO
recruited.
.
"Dan wanted to change his
situation, and we were obviously worried about our quarterback position," Johnson said.
"We fit his needs pretty well,
and he fits our needs. It is a
good mutual agreement."
Loyd said he took a businesslike approach to his
recruitment. Murray provided
him with the three things he
W:\8 looking for in a school: a
fa>:- shot at becont:ng the starting quarterback, a strong nucleus of talented players returning
to the team and quality facilities and coaching staff.
At 6'1" and 185 pounds, the
sophomore signal caller does
not have the prototypical quarterback's body. However, he
believes his other characteristics compensate for his not-sostandard size.
"I have said it before - I am
not 6'5, and I don't run a 4.5 or
throw the ball 75 yards," be
said. "' bring intangibles to the
game and take a great deal of
pride in leading a team."
Coach Johnson agrees with

about college life as a whole.
"Get involved as soon as possible," said
Natalie Lacey, junior from St. Charles, Mo.
"You will meet new people and make new
friends. Pretty soon, you'll feel right at
home."
Hugh Edwards, senior from Augusta,
Ga., said: "The hardest part of being at college is applying yourself. The key is to just
keep going."
Finally, what is a freshman to do about
the infinite party possibilities?
Vanessa Harris, junior from Madisonville, suggested: "If you have to party,
save it for the weekend."

Start the semester off right. ..Volunteer for The News.
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ENROLLMENT
Continued from Page 1

has grown in many Cfu'ections in
the past few years, and we now
need to ask ourselves how big do
we want the University to be."
Part of the reason for the
increased enrollment is an
unprecedented retention rate.
An early projection of74 percent
retention seems to be holding
up, which is a 10-percent
increase from two years ago
when 64 out of every 100 freshman returned for a second year.
"Most of our increase this year
is going to be from retention of
our · current students, transfer
students and international stu·
dents," Robertson said. •we've

had two large increases in freshman over two years. We will not
have those kind of increases
again in the freshman."
President Kern Alexander
explained the uncertainty of
the numbers until a final count
is performed.
"We'll probably be the biggest
we've ever been, but we're not
sure how much bigger," he said.
"Frankly, we're not sure where
we are."
A final count of students in
the residential colleges at the
end of this week should give the
administration a better idea of
this semester's enrollment.
But until the final numbers
are available, University officials said they are pleased w.ith
the high retention and enrollmentrates.

Now Open In
The Curris Center
First Floor

" 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. for your convenience.
Open daily
We·accept Cash, Checks, or Declining Balance.
Featuring our famous pizza, along with Hot or BBQ
Buffalo Wings, Cheesy Bread or Bread Sticks.
Will deliver on Campus beginning Mid-Sept. from 10 a .m. - 10 p.m.

* for now call-in delivery to 753-3030

Check out our Grand Opening
Specials
6" Pan Pizza with 1 topping and a cola-- $2.99
10" 1 topping pizza - - $3.99
14" 1 topping pizza-- $5.99

FOR HOT AND WOW,
CALL 762-4380 NOW!
(

I

